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Abstract
We study three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory with complex gauge group SL(2,C),
which has many interesting connections with three-dimensional quantum gravity and ge-
ometry of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. We show that, in the presence of a single knotted Wilson
loop in an infinite-dimensional representation of the gauge group, the classical and quan-
tum properties of such theory are described by an algebraic curve called the A-polynomial
of a knot. Using this approach, we find some new and rather surprising relations be-
tween the A-polynomial, the colored Jones polynomial, and other invariants of hyperbolic
3-manifolds. These relations generalize the volume conjecture and the Melvin-Morton-
Rozansky conjecture, and suggest an intriguing connection between the SL(2,C) partition
function and the colored Jones polynomial.
June 2003
1. Introduction and Motivation
In this paper we study three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory with complex gauge
group. Of particular interest is a Chern-Simons theory with gauge group GC = SL(2,C)
(viewed as a complexification of G = SU(2)), which has many interesting connections with
three-dimensional quantum gravity and geometry of hyperbolic three-manifolds. In this
introductory section we review some aspects of these relations, formulate the problem, and
describe various applications.
1.1. Chern-Simons Theory
Consider an oriented three-dimensional space M . We wish to formulate a Chern-
Simons gauge theory on M with complex gauge group GC, whose real form we denote
by G. Let gC and g be the corresponding Lie algebras. In these notations, the gauge
connection A is a one-form on M valued in the complex Lie algebra gC. Explicitly, we
can write A =∑aAa · Ta where Ta denote the generators of g, which are assumed to be
orthonormal, Tr(TaTb) = δab. Then, the Chern-Simons action can be written as a sum of
the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic terms,
I =
t
8π
∫
M
Tr
(
A∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A
)
+
+
t
8π
∫
M
Tr
(
A∧ dA+ 2
3
A∧A ∧A
) (1.1)
where t = k + is and t = k − is are the corresponding coupling constants. Consistency of
the quantum theory requires the “level” k to be an integer, k ∈ ZZ. The other parameter,
s, is not quantized. However, s must obey certain constraints imposed by unitarity [1].
In Euclidean space, unitarity implies that the argument of the Feynman path integral
Z(M) =
∫
DA eiI (1.2)
must be complex conjugated under a reversal of the orientation onM . In the Chern-Simons
theory defined by the action (1.1), there are two possibilities to achieve this, corresponding
to either purely real or purely imaginary values of s. In the first case, A is invariant under
the reversal of the orientation and t is the usual complex conjugate of t. On the other
hand, the second possibility, s ∈ iIR, is realized when the gauge connection transforms non-
trivially under the reversal of the orientation, A 7→ A. In the rest of the paper we mainly
consider the case of imaginary s and GC = SL(2,C), which is related to the Euclidean
quantum gravity in three dimensions (see discussion below).
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γFig. 1: A knotted Wilson loop in the IR3.
Now let us consider observables in this theory. If M is a manifold without boundary,
holonomies of the gauge connection provide a complete set of observables, also known as
“Wilson lines” in the context of gauge theory or “loop variables” in the context of gravity
[2]. Specifically, given a closed oriented curve γ ⊂ M and a representation R of GC, one
can define a gauge invariant observable as
WR(γ) = TrR Holγ(A) = TrR
(
P exp
∮
γ
A
)
(1.3)
The Wilson loop observablesWR(γ) are naturally associated with knots inM . Indeed,
even though intrinsically the curve γ is simply a circle, its embedding in M may be highly
non-trivial, represented by a knot, as in fig. 1. More generally, an embedding of a collection
of circles into M is called a link, and the image of each circle is called a component of
the link. Thus, given a link with (non-intersecting) components γi, i = 1, . . . , r, and a
set of representations Ri assigned to each component of the link, one can study a natural
generalization of the Feynman path integral (1.2):
Z(M ; γi, Ri) =
∫
DA exp(iI)
r∏
i=1
WRi(γi) (1.4)
which, following [3], we call the (unnormalized) expectation value of the link. By construc-
tion, it is a function of t and t, which also depends on the topology of the three-manifold
M , on the choice of the Wilson lines γi, and on the corresponding representations Ri.
A large class of representations Ri can be naturally obtained by complexification from
the corresponding representations of the real Lie algebra g. However, no new information
can be gained by studying such representations since the evaluation of (1.4) essentially
reduces to the Chern-Simons theory with the real form of the gauge group, G, at least
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in perturbation theory1. On the other hand, of particular interest are certain infinite
dimensional representations Ri that we describe explicitly in the next subsection, after
explaining the connection with three-dimensional quantum gravity.
1.2. Three-Dimensional Quantum Gravity
As we already mentioned earlier, there are several intriguing connections between
three-dimensional gravity and Chern-Simons theory with complex gauge group GC =
SL(2,C) and imaginary values of the parameter s (for convenience, in what follows we
shall use a real parameter σ = is). Thus, SL(2,C) appears as the Poincare group in
three-dimensional Euclidean gravity with negative cosmological constant2. Moreover, by
writing the complex gauge field A in terms of the real and imaginary components one can
relate the Chern-Simons action (1.1) to the usual form of the Einstein-Hilbert action of
three-dimensional gravity with negative cosmological constant [6,7]. Specifically, writing
A = w + ie and A = w − ie one finds
I =
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
(
w ∧ dw − e ∧ de+ 2
3
w ∧ w ∧ w − 2w ∧ e ∧ e
)
+
+
iσ
2π
∫
M
Tr
(
w ∧ de+ w ∧ w ∧ e− 1
3
e ∧ e ∧ e
) (1.5)
The second term in this expression is indeed equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert action3
with negative cosmological constant, Λ = −1, written in terms of the vielbein e and the
spin connection w. We can also write it in the standard form:
Igrav = − 1
4π
∫
M
d3x
√
g
(
R+ 2
)
(1.6)
As will be shown below, the first term in (1.5) also has a nice interpretation. It is
related to the Chern-Simons invariant of the three-manifold M . Therefore, it is convenient
to denote this term as ICS. In the new notations, we can write the original action (1.1) as
I(k, σ) = kICS + iσIgrav (1.7)
1 See e.g. exercise 6.32 in [4].
2 More precisely, Isom+(IH
3) = PSL(2,C) = SL(2,C)/{±1}, but according to [5], a repre-
sentation of PSL(2,C) corresponding to a complete hyperbolic structure can always be lifted to
SL(2,C), and it is SL(2,C) with which we shall work.
3 In our notations, the length scale ℓ = 1 and the Newton constant GN = 1/(4σ).
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Summarizing, following Witten [7], we conclude that the real and imaginary compo-
nents of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons action (1.1) have a nice physical interpretation. In
particular, a theory with k = 0 represents, at least (semi-)classically, a three-dimensional
Euclidean quantum gravity with negative cosmological constant4. However, this equiv-
alence does not readily extend to quantum theories due to a number of subtle issues,
typically related to degenerate vielbeins etc. (see e.g. [10] for a recent discussion of these
questions). For example, in the Chern-Simons theory, it is natural to expand around a
trivial vacuum, A = 0, which corresponds to a very degenerate metric, gij = 0. Also, in
the Chern-Simons path integral (1.2) one integrates over all (equivalence classes of) gauge
connections, whereas in quantum gravity one takes only a subset of those corresponding to
positive-definite volume elements. Nevertheless, one would hope that, for certain questions,
the relation to gravity can still be helpful even beyond the classical limit. Thus, in order to
avoid the above problems throughout the paper we shall mainly consider the semi-classical
expansion around an isolated critical point, corresponding to a non-degenerate metric on
M . Then, the quantum fluctuations are small, and both theories are expected to agree.
So far we discussed a relation between SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory and pure gravity.
Now let us add sources representing point particles. Assuming that particles don’t have
any internal structure, they can be characterized by two numbers: a mass and a spin. As
we will see later, it is natural to combine these numbers into a single complex quantity,
which labels an infinite dimensional representation of SL(2,C), see [11,12]. Interacting with
gravity, matter particles produce conical defects in the geometry of the space manifold M
[13,14,15]. In particular, light-like particles correspond to cusps in M . We shall say more
about this aspect later, when we will be talking about the relation to hyperbolic geometry.
The coupling of point-like sources to gravity can be described by Wilson lines in the
Feynman path integral (1.4), see e.g. [16,17,18,19]. For example, if we introduce extra
variables pa and x
a, which represent momentum and coordinate of a particle in space M ,
then the Wilson line operator for a spinless particle can be explicitly written as [16]:
WR(γ) =
∫
Dxa(s)Dpa(s)Dλ(s) exp (iIW ) (1.8)
4 Chern-Simons theory with SL(2,C) gauge group and real values of the parameter s is also
related to three-dimensional gravity, namely to de Sitter gravity in 2+1 dimensions [6,7]. This
theory can be treated similarly, and many of the arguments below easily extend to this case. For
work on quantization of this theory see [1,8,9].
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where s is a parameter along the “world-line” γ, and IW is the action
IW =
∫
γ
ds
(
pa
Dxa
Ds
− λ(~p2 −m2)
)
(1.9)
In this action, λ is a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the on-shell condition ~p2 = m2, and
the coupling to gravity is encoded in the covariant derivative
Dxa
Ds
=
dxa
ds
+ ws
a
bx
b + ies
a
where (es, ws) denotes the restriction of (e, w) to γ.
Eqs. (1.8) - (1.9) define an infinite dimensional representation R of SL(2,C) cor-
responding to a spinless particle in three dimensions. In a similar way, one can define
a general class of infinite dimensional representations corresponding to massive spinning
particles [18] and black holes, which is precisely the class of representations we are going
to assign to Wilson lines WRi(γi) in the Feynman path integral (1.4). Below we shall give
an equivalent geometric description of such system.
1.3. The Hartle-Hawking Wave Function in 2 + 1 Dimensions
There is yet another relation between SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory with t = −t = σ
and three dimensions gravity with negative cosmological constant. Namely, in the Hartle-
Hawking no-boundary proposal [20], the ground state wave function of the 2+1 dimensional
Lorentzian universe is obtained from the Euclidean path integral over metrics on a 3-
manifold M with boundary Σ = ∂M ,
ΨΣ(h) =
∑
M
∫
Dg exp (−σIgrav) (1.10)
Here, the summation represents a sum over topologies, and Igrav is the Euclidean gravity
action (1.6). Again, we consider pure gravity without coupling to matter. The functional
ΨΣ(h), called the Hartle-Hawking wave function, is a functional of the induced metric h on
the space-like surface Σ. It should be interpreted as an amplitude of finding the universe in
a quantum state, characterized by the spatial geometry Σ with metric h, as schematically
shown on the figure below. Furthermore, a “smooth” continuation from the Riemannian
to Lorentzian metrics across Σ is possible only if we limit the sum (1.10) to manifolds M
such that the boundary Σ = ∂M is totally geodesic [21].
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Fig. 2: In the Hartle-Hawking no-boundary proposal, the “analytic continuation”
across a surface Σ describes a real tunneling from “nothing” to a universe with
“space” Σ.
The wave function (1.10) obeys the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [22], which has the form
of the Hamiltonian constraint
ĤΨ = 0 (1.11)
where Ĥ is a second-order differential operator determined by the topology of the surface
Σ. For instance, when Σ is a torus, Ĥ essentially reduces to the Laplace operator on the
torus moduli space [23], see also [24,25,26,27,28].
The case when Σ = T 2 (or a collection of tori) turns out to be closely related to the
problem of computing the Chern-Simons path integral (1.4) with Wilson loops. Indeed,
modulo the subtleties related to the integration domain in (1.10), one could replace the
integral over the metrics by the Chern-Simons path integral of the form (1.2). This would
give a wave functional
ΨΣ(h) =
∑
M
Z(M ; Σ) (1.12)
where each term Z(M ; Σ) depends on the topology of the three-manifold M and on the
boundary conditions at Σ = T 2. These boundary data can be identified with the parame-
ters of the Wilson line WR(γ) in the infinite dimensional representation R of SL(2,C), so
that one has [29]:
Z(M ;T 2) = Z(S3; γ, R) (1.13)
where M = S3 \ γ is a compact three-manifold with a single torus boundary, obtained
by removing a Wilson line from the 3-sphere. Indeed, one can split the path integral
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on the right-hand side of (1.13) into three parts corresponding to: 1) the integral over
the connection A inside a small neighborhood of the Wilson line; 2) the integral over its
complement, M = S3 \ γ, with certain boundary conditions on the boundary, ∂M = T 2;
3) and, finally, the integral over these boundary conditions. Then, the first integral leads
to a delta-function that fixes the boundary conditions to certain values, so that the entire
path integral can be reduced to Z(M ;T 2) with certain boundary conditions on the T 2.
γ
Fig. 3: A compact 3-manifoldM with a single torus boundary can be constructed
by removing a small neighborhood of a knotted Wilson loop from the 3-sphere.
It is natural to expect that the wave function (1.12) obtained from the Chern-Simons
path integral satisfies an equation of the form (1.11). A more optimistic hope is that each
term, Z(M ; Σ), individually solves an analog of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. As we
shall see below, this is indeed the case, and the generalized partition function (1.4) indeed
obeys a functional equation of the form (1.11). Finally, we note that, even though in this
work we mainly focus on knot complements, the arguments can be extended to generic
3-manifolds with arbitrary boundary Σ (in particular, to 3-manifolds with infinite volume).
These manifolds also have a nice interpretation in three-dimensional gravity [30], and will
be briefly discussed in section 4 and in Appendix A.
1.4. Quantum Geometry of Hyperbolic Three-Manifolds
Note, that the definition of the path integral (1.4) does not involve a choice of metric on
M . Therefore, Z(M ; γi, Ri) is expected to be a topological invariant of the three-manifold
M with a link, whose components γi are colored by (infinite-dimensional) representations,
Ri, of the complex gauge group GC. From the physical point of view, this is not very
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surprising since we start with a Chern-Simons theory, which has vanishing Hamiltonian
and, therefore, is expected to be a topological quantum field theory.
The quantum invariant Z(M ; γi, Ri) is particularly interesting for the complex gauge
group GC = SL(2,C), which is related to three-dimensional Euclidean gravity with nega-
tive cosmological constant. In particular, classical solutions in the gravity theory (1.6) cor-
respond to manifolds with constant negative curvature, and one can also interpret certain
Wilson line operators WR(γ) as operators creating cusps in M . Therefore, Z(M ; γi, Ri) is
a natural invariant of hyperbolic three-manifolds with cusps. If we remove the cusps from
M , we can also interpret Z(M ; γi, Ri) as a topological invariant of the complement of the
link, whose components are γi.
According to a famous theorem by Thurston, many 3-manifolds are hyperbolic [31].
For example, the complement of a knot in S3 admits a hyperbolic structure unless it is a
torus or satellite knot. Moreover, after the Mostow Rigidity Theorem [32], any geometric
invariant of a hyperbolic 3-manifold is a topological invariant. Important geometric invari-
ants, which can be defined even if the hyperbolic manifoldM has cusps [33], are the volume
and the Chern-Simons invariant. Thurston suggests to combine these two invariants into
a single complex invariant Z(M) whose absolute value is e2/piVol(M) and whose argument
is the Chern-Simons invariant of M [31]:
Z(M) ∼ exp
(
2
π
Vol(M) + 4πiCS(M)
)
(1.14)
As one might expect from (1.7), the path integral (1.2) reduces to an invariant like this in
the semi-classical limit.
More surprisingly, extending the well-known volume conjecture [34,35,36], we find that
the N -colored Jones polynomial, JN (γ, e
2pii/k), also has a similar asymptotic behavior in
the limit k,N → ∞, such that the ratio, a = N/k, is fixed. Namely, depending on
whether the parameter a is rational or not, the asymptotic behavior of JN (e
2pii/k) is either
polynomial or exponential (the value a = 1 is somewhat special). According to a seminal
work of Witten [3], the first case is related to the SU(2) Chern-Simons gauge theory
and rational conformal field theory in two dimensions. On the other hand, as we show
below, the exponential growth of the colored Jones polynomial encodes a lot of interesting
information about the hyperbolic geometry of the knot complement and, therefore, is more
suggestive of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory. Schematically, the whole picture can be
summarized in the following table:
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a = N/k asymptotic behavior CFT Chern-Simons
of JN (e
2pii/k) theory
Rational Polynomial Rational SU(2)
Non-Rational Exponential Non-Rational SL(2,C)
Table 1: Asymptotic behavior of the colored Jones polynomial for hyperbolic knots.
This heuristic picture agrees with the fact that, when k = 0 and σ ∈ ZZ, the partition
function (1.2) of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory can be formally regarded as a product
of two SU(2) partition functions by treating A and A as independent SU(2) gauge fields.
Moreover, it was argued in [37] that at these values of the coupling constants the Hilbert
space of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory on a torus factorizes into two copies of the
Hilbert space of an SU(2) theory.
The analytic continuation to non-integer values of k in the SU(2) Chern-Simons theory
can be also motivated by connection with topological string theory. Just like ordinary
quantum field theory can be embedded in string theory, topological Chern-Simons theory
can be realized in topological open string theory [38], where the string coupling constant
is related to the level k. In many cases, these theories admit a dual description in terms
of closed topological strings on a (non-compact) Calabi-Yau manifold [39]. Therefore,
from the point of view of topological string theory, it is also natural (and sometimes
even necessary) to consider non-integer values of k, which via duality is identified with
the complexified Ka¨hler parameter of the Calabi-Yau manifold [40]. Then, the results of
this paper suggest that certain invariants of hyperbolic 3-manifolds might emerge from
topological closed string theory in the “zero radius limit”.
Finally, we note that Chern-Simons theory with SL(2,C) gauge group also has a
number of interesting applications in string theory, see e.g. [41,42] for some recent work.
Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we study classical aspects
of Chern-Simons theory with complex gauge group. In particular, we introduce the A-
polynomial of a knot and identify it with the space of classical solutions in the SL(2,C)
Chern-Simons theory on the knot complement. Section 3 is devoted to quantization of
this theory (in a real polarization). Starting with section 4, we discuss various extensions
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and applications of this approach, including mathematical applications. In section 5, we
present some evidence for the picture summarized in Table 1 and propose a generalization of
the volume conjecture to incomplete hyperbolic structures on knot complements. Further
aspects of the relation with SU(2) Chern-Simons theory and the colored Jones polynomial
are discussed in section 6, where we propose an analog of the Melvin-Morton-Rozansky
conjecture for a non-trivial (“hyperbolic”) flat connection. Finally, in the appendices we
illustrate the general ideas using simple examples. Thus, in Appendix A, we use the
geometry of the BTZ black hole to explain the origin and the interpretation of the A-
polynomial for the trivial knot. In Appendix B, we discuss quantization of the SL(2,C)
Chern-Simons theory for torus knots, which leads to a particularly simple (Gaussian)
quantum mechanics.
2. Classical Theory
We wish to study quantum Chern-Simons theory (1.1) with Wilson lines in the infinite
dimensional representations of the complex gauge group GC. Like in any constrained
system, there are two ways of quantizing the theory: one can either quantize the classical
phase space (that is the space of solutions of the classical equations of motion); or one
can impose the constraints after quantization. See e.g. [43] for a nice exposition of both
methods. Here, we will follow the first approach. For this, we need to begin by studying
the classical solutions of the theory; this will be the first place where we encounter the
A-polynomial.
2.1. The Moduli Space of Classical Solutions
Away from the location of Wilson loops, the classical Euler-Lagrange equations derived
from the Chern-Simons action (1.1) look like
F = F = 0 (2.1)
where F = dA + A ∧ A is the field strength, and F is its complex conjugate. Therefore,
the classical solutions in Chern-Simons theory are the so-called flat connections, i.e. the
gauge fields with zero curvature.
A flat connection on M is determined by its holonomies, that is by a homomorphism
ρ: π1(M)→ GC (2.2)
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Hence, the moduli space of classical solutions is given by the set of representations of the
fundamental group, π1(M), into the group GC modulo gauge transformations, which act
on ρ by conjugation,
L = Rep
(
π1(M)→ GC
)
/conjugation (2.3)
Similarly, if M is a compact 3-manifold with boundary, ∂M = Σ, one can consider the
moduli space of flat connections on Σ,
P = Rep (π1(Σ)→ GC) /conjugation (2.4)
There is a natural map from the representation variety L to P induced by restricting a flat
connection onM to Σ. The image of L under this map is a middle-dimensional submanifold
in P. In the canonical quantization, that will be discussed in the next section, P is a
classical phase space, whereas the image of L is associated with a semi-classical state.
figure−8 knot 41trefoil knot 31
pretzel knot (−2,3,7)tweeny knot 52 twist knot 61
unknot
Fig. 4: Some simple knots in three-dimensional space. We use the standard
notation kn to indicate the n-th knot in the census of knots with k crossings.
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For simplicity, in what follows we focus on a large class of compact oriented 3-manifolds
with a single torus boundary component, Σ = T 2. In particular, M can be an exterior of
a knotted Wilson loop, which we denote by γ = K, in a rational homology sphere. For
example, see fig. 4 for some simple knots in the S3. Specifically, let N(K) be a tubular
neighborhood of the knot K; it is homeomorphic to a solid torus, N ∼= D2 × S1. Then,
the knot complement (also known as a knot exterior),
M = S3 \N(K) (2.5)
is a compact 3-manifold whose boundary is a torus, Σ = T 2. (This construction reminds the
creation of the so-called “stretched horizon” in the context of Euclidean gravity [44,45].)
The group π1(M) is usually called the knot group, and π1(Σ) is called the peripheral
subgroup of M .
2.2. SL(2,C) Chern-Simons Theory and the A-polynomial
Of particular interest is a Chern-Simons theory with complex gauge group GC =
SL(2,C) due to its relation to three-dimensional Euclidean gravity. Indeed, as we already
mentioned in the previous section, the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons action (1.1) with t = −t = σ
is equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert action, Igrav, written in the first order formalism.
Correspondingly, the classical field equations (2.1) in the Chern-Simons theory have the
form of the usual Einstein equations in three-dimensional general relativity with negative
cosmological constant, Λ = −1,
Rij = −2gij (2.6)
written in the first-order formalism. In three dimensions, the full curvature tensor is
completely determined by the Ricci tensor5 and (2.6) implies that gij is a metric with
constant negative curvature.
Therefore, hyperbolic metrics on a three-manifold M can be naturally viewed as clas-
sical solutions to the field equations (2.1) in the Chern-Simons theory. Any hyperbolic
manifold is locally isometric to the hyperbolic three-space, IH3. We remind that IH3 can
be defined as the upper half-space with the standard hyperbolic metric
ds2 =
1
z2
(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) , z > 0 (2.7)
5 One has the following identity: Rijkl = gikRjl+gjlRik−gjkRil−gilRjk−
1
2
(gikgjl − gilgjk)R.
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If a hyperbolic spaceM is geodesically complete, it can be represented as a quotient space,
M = IH3/Γ (2.8)
where a discrete, torsion-free subgroup Γ ⊂ PSL(2,C) is a holonomy representation of
the fundamental group π1(M) into Isom+(IH
3) = PSL(2,C). Fortunately, every holonomy
representation lifts to a representation (2.2) into the matrix group SL(2,C), which is much
easier to deal with [5,31]. In particular, the action of Γ on IH3 can be conveniently expressed
by identifying a point (x, y, z) ∈ IH3 with a quaternion q = x+ yi+ zj and writing
q 7→ (aq + b)/(cq + d) ,
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,C) (2.9)
Since our main examples are three-manifolds (2.5) with a single torus boundary, which
can be represented as knot complements in a three-sphere, it is natural to ask if such man-
ifolds can admit a hyperbolic structure. It turns out that many of them can. Namely, a
famous theorem of Thurston says that, unless K is a torus or a satellite knot, its comple-
ment admits a hyperbolic metric [31]. Such knots are called hyperbolic.
Example. The Figure-eight Knot
Among all hyperbolic knots, a complement of the figure-eight knot 41 (see fig. 4) has
the least possible volume: Vol(41) = 2.0298832128 . . ., and admits a decomposition into
two regular ideal tetrahedra,M = ∆0∪∆0. The knot group, π1(M), is generated by two
elements, a and b, such that a−1bab−1ab = ba−1ba. The corresponding representation
into SL(2,C) is given by
ρ(a) =
(
1 1
0 1
)
and ρ(b) =
(
1 0
1−√−3
2
1
)
The complement of the figure-eight knot can be also represented as a quotient space
(2.8), where the holonomy group Γ is generated by the above two matrices.
Therefore, a complete hyperbolic structure on the complement (2.5) of a hyperbolic
knot K ⊂ S3 can be naturally associated with a flat connection in SL(2,C) Chern-Simons
theory with a Wilson loop K or, equivalently, in a theory without the Wilson loop, defined
on its complement, M = S3 \ K. However, it is important to stress here that SL(2,C)
Chern-Simons theory — which is the main subject of this paper — makes sense even if
the knot K is not hyperbolic. In particular, in Appendix B we will discuss torus knots.
Even though such examples are not related to hyperbolic geometry, one can still study flat
SL(2,C) connections and their moduli spaces, (2.3) and (2.4). This is what we are going
to do next for an arbitrary knot K.
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γ
m
γl
Σ
K
N(K)
Fig. 5: The longitude γl and the meridian γm furnish a basis of the peripheral
subgroup π1(Σ) = ZZ× ZZ.
In the case of SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory defined on a knot complement M we can
give a rather explicit description of the representation variety, L, and the classical phase
space, P. Since the boundary of M is a torus, Σ = T 2, there are two simple closed curves,
γl and γm, onM called the longitude and meridian, which intersect transversely in a single
point, see fig. 5. These two curves generate the peripheral subgroup of M , which is a free
abelian group π1(Σ) = ZZ× ZZ. Therefore, a representation, ρ, of this group into SL(2,C)
can be conjugated to the upper triangular matrices
ρ(γl) =
(
l ∗
0 1/l
)
, ρ(γm) =
(
m ∗
0 1/m
)
(2.10)
where l and m are complex numbers. No further conjugacy of ρ is possible6, so that we
can say that the pair of ‘eigenvalues’ (l,m) is the invariant data parametrizing the repre-
sentation of the peripheral subgroup into SL(2,C). This also gives an implicit description
of the infinite dimensional representations that we associate with Wilson loops WR(K) in
the Chern-Simons path integral (1.4). In order to emphasize the explicit dependence on l
and m, in what follows we sometimes refer to such Wilson loops as W(l,m)(K). Depending
on the values of the holonomies, such Wilson lines can be interpreted as either black holes
or massive particles7 in three-dimensional gravity. On the other hand, in the hyperbolic
geometry of the 3-manifold M , such Wilson lines correspond to torus boundaries (cusps).
Roughly, the complex numbers l and m parameterize the “length” and the “torsion” of
the cusp.
6 Following [46], in our discussion we suppress the quotient by the Weyl group.
7 Namely, a Wilson line should be interpreted as a massive particle when the holonomy ρ(γm)
is elliptic, and as a spinning black hole otherwise, see e.g. [47]. I wish to thank K. Krasnov for
useful discussions on various points related to this interpretation.
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Therefore, we find that for a compact oriented 3-manifold M with a single torus
boundary the classical phase space P is a two-dimensional complex manifold
P =C∗ ×C∗ (2.11)
parametrized by the eigenvalues (l,m) of the holonomies (2.10). Notice, that the phase
space P =C∗ ×C∗ can be regarded as the total space of the cotangent bundle,
P = T ∗(S1 × S1) (2.12)
where the two circles are parametrized by arg(l) and arg(m), and the directions along the
fiber are parametrized by log |l| and log |m|. Here, the base manifold,
S1 × S1 = Hom(π1(Σ);SU(2))/SU(2) (2.13)
can be viewed as a representation space of the peripheral subgroup, π1(Σ), into the compact
part of the gauge group, G = SU(2).
Our next task is to describe the representation variety,
L = Hom(π1(M);SL(2,C))/SL(2,C) (2.14)
Thurston showed that for a space M with a single torus boundary, the dimension of the
numerator in this formula is equal to 4. On the other hand, the Lie group SL(2,C) has
complex dimension 3. Therefore, after we identify conjugate representations in (2.14) we
obtain a variety of complex dimension one. Furthermore, a basis (γl, γm) for the peripheral
subgroup of M determines an embedding of L into P =C∗ ×C∗, and using the standard
techniques from algebraic geometry one can show that the variety L is the zero locus of a
single polynomial A(l,m) in two variables, the so-called A-polynomial [46]. In a sense, in
the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory the A-polynomial plays a role similar to the role of the
Seiberg-Witten curve in N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory [48], which also describes a
moduli space of vacua. In fact, as we shall see below, interesting physical quantities in the
SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory can be also expressed in terms of the period integrals on
the curve L defined as the zero locus of the A-polynomial.
Explicitly, we can write L as:
L = {(l,m) ∈C∗ ×C∗ | A(l,m) = 0} (2.15)
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In three-dimensional Euclidean gravity, the A-polynomial can be naturally interpreted
as a mass shell condition for a “self-gravitating” massive spinning particle or a black hole
propagating along a knot K in the IR3 (or in the 3-sphere). For example, the A-polynomial
of the unknot (trivial knot) is
Aunknot(l,m) = l − 1 (2.16)
due to the abelian representations. Essentially, this result appears in the study of the
off-shell BTZ black hole [49,50,51,28]. In Appendix A, we review the geometry of the BTZ
black hole and reproduce the A-polynomial (2.16).
Since H1(M) ∼= ZZ for any knot complement (2.5), there is always a component of
the character variety L corresponding to abelian representations. Usually, one ignores this
component, which contributes a factor of (l− 1) to the A-polynomial8. There is still some
ambiguity in the definition of the A-polynomial. Namely, the A-polynomial is defined up
to scaling and up to multiplication by powers of l and m. It turns out, however, that there
is a natural normalization, such that A(l,m) is a polynomial with integer coefficients [46].
This is the normalization that will be used throughout this paper.
The explicit form of the A-polynomial depends on the knot K, and it can be always
systematically computed [46]. A-polynomials of some simple knots are listed below:
Knot A-polynomial Volume
31 lm
6 + 1 non-hyperbolic
41 −2 +m4 +m−4 −m2 −m−2 − l − l−1 2.0298832 . . .
51 lm
10 + 1 non-hyperbolic
52 1 + l(−1 + 2m2 + 2m4 −m8 +m10) + l2(m4 −m6+ 2.8281220 . . .
+2m10 + 2m12 −m14) + l3m14
71 m
14 + l non-hyperbolic
(−2, 3, 7)-pretzel −m110 + lm90(m2 − 1)2 + l2(2m74 +m72)− 2.8281221 . . .
−l4(m38 + 2m36)− l5m16(m2 − 1)2 + l6
Table 2: A-polynomials of some knots and the hyperbolic volumes of their complements.
8 However, in quantization of the theory it will be crucial to include all the components of L.
I am grateful to G. Moore and D. Thurston for emphasizing this aspect.
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When the knot K is hyperbolic we can interpret (a subset of) the zero locus of the
A-polynomial as the moduli space of hyperbolic structures on the knot complement, M =
S3 \ K. Most of the points in this moduli space correspond to incomplete hyperbolic
metrics on M . However, there are some special values of l and m, for which the metric
on M has extra nice properties. For instance, at the point (l,m) = (−1, 1) we obtain a
complete hyperbolic manifold M , with a cusp along K. The volumes of such manifolds
evaluated at this particular point in the moduli space are listed in Table 2.
Furthermore, if l and m satisfy an equation of the form
lpmq = 1 (2.17)
for some co-prime integers p and q, then the knot complement M can be completed into a
compact spaceM without boundary, which can be also obtained by performing (p, q)-Dehn
surgery on the knot K in the 3-sphere:
M =M(p, q) (2.18)
Specifically, let N(K) be the tubular neighborhood of the knot K, as on fig. 5, and let
γl and γm be the longitude and the meridian of the boundary torus. Then, the (p, q)-
Dehn surgery on K is obtained by replacing N(K) with another solid torus, such that the
meridian in the solid torus matches up with the curve γpl γ
q
m in ∂M :
M(p, q) =
(
S3 \N(K)) ∪T 2 D2 × S1 (2.19)
Except for a finite number of cases, the resulting 3-manifold M(p, q) admits a hy-
perbolic metric. The volume of the space M(p, q) is always smaller than the volume of
the “parent” manifold Mcusped with a cusp, and as p
2 + q2 → ∞ the volume of M(p, q)
approaches the volume of Mcusped, as illustrated on the figure below:
0
Vol
Vol(M(p,q))
2.029...
Vol(41)
Fig. 6: The volumes of the hyperbolic 3-manifolds M(p, q) obtained by Dehn
surgery on the figure-eight knot converge to the volume of the cusped manifold.
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For example, for the figure-eight knot the sequence Vol(M(p, q)) looks like [52]:
Vol (M(p, q)) = Vol(41)− 2
√
3π2
p2 + 12q2
+ . . . (2.20)
2.3. Properties of the A-polynomial
The A-polynomial of a knot has a number of interesting properties. For example, as
we already mentioned earlier, one can choose a normalization such that A(l,m) has integer
coefficients. For completeness, here we list some other basic properties of the A-polynomial
that will be useful to us in the discussion below (however, one may skip this section in the
first reading):
a) If K is a hyperbolic knot, then A(l,m) 6= l − 1. This already asserts that A(l,m) is
non-trivial for a large class of knots.
b) If K is a knot in a homology sphere, then the A-polynomial involves only even powers
of m, cf. Table 2.
c) Reversing the orientation of K does not change A(l,m), but reversing the orientation
of the ambient space changes A(l,m) to A(l, 1/m). Note, in particular, that the
A-polynomial is powerful enough to distinguish mirror knots.
d) An important property of the A-polynomial is that under the change of basis(
γl
γm
)
−→
(
a b
c d
)(
γl
γm
)
,
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,ZZ) (2.21)
the A-polynomial transforms as
A(l,m) −→ A(ldm−b, l−cma). (2.22)
e) The A-polynomial is reciprocal, i.e. A(l,m) = ±A(1/l, 1/m) up to powers of l and m.
f) The A-polynomial is tempered, i.e. the faces of the Newton polygon of A(l,m) define
cyclotomic polynomials in one variable.
g) If K1 and K2 are two knots and K1#K2 is their connected sum, then AK1#K2 is
divisible by AK1 ·AK2/(l − 1).
h) Under some mild technical assumptions, the A-polynomial of a knot complement has
a property that A(l,±1) = ±(l − 1)n+(l + 1)n− for some non-negative integers n+
and n− [46]. The geometric interpretation of these integer numbers is not known at
present.
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i) Although it seems unlikely that the A-polynomial can be defined by iterative skein
relations as, for example, the Jones or Alexander polynomials, there is a relation
between the A-polynomial and the Alexander polynomial. However, the A-polynomial
is a strictly stronger invariant of knots than the Alexander polynomial [46].
j) On the other hand, the A-polynomial is not a complete invariant of knots: there are
different knots with the same A-polynomial, see e.g. [53]. In particular, mutants seem
to have the same A-polynomial.
k) In the mathematical literature, the A-polynomial of a knot was used to extract a
great deal of subtle information about the knot complement. For example, the slopes
of the sides of the Newton polygon of A(l,m) are boundary slopes of incompressible
surfaces9 in M which correspond to ideal points of L.
Further properties of the A-polynomial can be found in [46,53,54].
3. Quantization
3.1. A-polynomial as a Lagrangian Submanifold
In the previous section we described the classical solutions in a SL(2,C) Chern-Simons
theory with a single Wilson loop W(l,m)(K) or, equivalently, the classical solutions in a
theory without the Wilson loop, defined on its complement, M = S3 \K. In particular,
we found that the classical solutions are parametrized by points on an algebraic curve L,
which is a zero locus of the A-polynomial, A(l,m). Since the knot complement M is a
compact 3-manifold with a single torus boundary, Σ = T 2, there is a natural embedding
L →֒ P (3.1)
induced by restricting a flat connection from M to Σ. Here, P = C∗ ×C∗ is the moduli
space of representations of π1(Σ) in SL(2,C), parametrized by two complex numbers, l
and m, cf. (2.10).
9 A proper embedding of a connected orientable surface F → M is called incompressible if
the induced map π1(F ) → π1(M) is injective. Its boundary slope is defined as follows. An
incompressible surface (F, ∂F ) gives rise to a collection of parallel simple closed loops in ∂M .
Choose one such loop and write its homology class as γal γ
b
m. Then, the boundary slope of (F, ∂F )
is defined as a rational number a/b.
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In the Hamiltonian approach [3], one regards P as a classical phase space associated
to a closed surface Σ. Indeed, there is a symplectic structure ω on P derived from the
classical Poisson bracket of gauge fields in the Chern-Simons theory (1.1). In order to see
this explicitly, let us study the theory on Σ× IR1, i.e. near the boundary ofM . On Σ× IR1
it is natural to choose the gauge A0 = 0. Then, the Chern-Simons Lagrangian (1.1), which
in this gauge looks like
I =
t
8π
∫
dt
∫
Σ
ǫijTrAi d
dt
Aj + t
8π
∫
dt
∫
Σ
ǫijTrAi d
dt
Aj (3.2)
leads to the following Poisson brackets:
{Aai (x),Abj(y)} =
4π
t
· δabǫijδ2(x− y)
{Aai (x),A
b
j(y)} =
4π
t
· δabǫijδ2(x− y)
(3.3)
These relations induce a Poisson structure on the classical phase space P, which is
parametrized by the SL(2,C) holonomies (2.10) around the longitude γl and the meridian
γm. It is convenient to introduce new variables
10 u and v, such that
l = exp(u) , m = exp(v) (3.4)
Since the curves γl and γm intersect transversely in a single point, from (3.3) we find (see
also [57,51]):
{u, v} = 4π
t
{u, v} = 4π
t
(3.5)
These relations, together with {u, v} = {u, v} = 0, lead to the following non-trivial
Poisson brackets for the real and imaginary components of u and v:
{Re(v),Re(u)} = {Im(u), Im(v)} = −2π k
k2 − σ2
{Re(u), Im(v)} = −{Re(v), Im(u)} = i2π σ
k2 − σ2
(3.6)
Here we also used the explicit expression for the parameters t = k+σ and t = k− σ, both
of which are real in the present discussion.
10 Note, that our definition of u and v differs from [52,55,56] by a factor of 2.
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Writing the Poisson brackets (3.6) in the form {xi, xj} = ωij and inverting the con-
stant skew-symmetric matrix ωij , we obtain the corresponding 2-form ω = ωijdx
i ∧ dxj :
ω =
k
π
ωk + i
σ
π
ωσ (3.7)
where ωk and ωσ are real non-degenerate 2-forms on P, given by
ωk = dRe(v) ∧ dRe(u) + dIm(u) ∧ dIm(v) (3.8)
and
ωσ = −dRe(u) ∧ dIm(v) + dRe(v) ∧ dIm(u) (3.9)
The differential 2-form ω is manifestly closed, dω = 0. Also, notice that ω has both real
and imaginary components. If its imaginary part vanishes (that is, if σ ∈ iIR), we can
interpret (3.7) as the usual symplectic structure on the phase space P. This system can
be easily quantized by regarding u and v as operators on a certain Hilbert space, HΣ, and
by replacing the Poisson brackets with commutators, { , } → i[ , ]. The resulting effective
quantum mechanics will be discussed in more detail below.
On the other hand, if σ ∈ IR (and, say, k = 0), the Poisson structure (3.6) gives
rise to an imaginary 2-form ω = i(σ/π)ωσ, where ωσ is the natural symplectic structure
on P. Indeed, the phase space P = C∗ ×C∗ can be regarded as the total space of the
cotangent bundle (2.12), with the natural symplectic 2-form (3.9). However, since in (3.7)
we have an imaginary multiple of this 2-form, the quantization of this system is more
naturally interpreted as a Euclidean quantum mechanics. In general, if both k and σ are
non-zero, we deal with a mixed situation. Notice, that this subtlety does not appear in a
Chern-Simons theory with real parameter s, which is related to de Sitter gravity in 2+1
dimensions. In this theory, one finds the Poisson brackets (3.6) with purely real values
on the right-hand side. Therefore, a quantization of such system leads to an ordinary
quantum mechanics on a “non-commutative” 2-torus, parametrized by Im(v) and Im(u).
To summarize, we found that the classical Poisson bracket in the Chern-Simons theory
gives C∞(P) the structure of a Lie algebra over C, and suggests to interpret (P, ω) as a
classical Hamiltonian system. To make this interpretation even more explicit, by a linear
change of variables we can always bring the 2-form ω to the canonical form
ω =
∑
i
dpi ∧ dqi (3.10)
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where qi and pi, i = 1, 2, are the canonical coordinates and momenta (given by linear
combinations of the real and imaginary components of u and v).
In Hamiltonian mechanics, a (semi-)classical state of a system is described by a La-
grangian submanifold in P, that is a middle dimensional subvariety L ⊂ P such that the
restriction of ω to L vanishes,
ω|L = 0 (3.11)
In our problem, a character variety L that was defined in (2.15) as the zero locus of the A-
polynomial is a natural candidate for a classical state. Indeed, it is a middle dimensional
subvariety in P which, by definition, describes the classical field configurations on the
boundary Σ = ∂M that can be extended to a 3-manifold M . On the other hand, L
is defined as a holomorphic curve in P = C∗ ×C∗, with respect to its natural complex
structure, rather than a Lagrangian submanifold11. However, by performing a hyperKa¨hler
rotation it is easy to check that L is indeed a Lagrangian submanifold, with respect to the
symplectic structures (3.8) and (3.9) (and, hence, with respect to any linear combination
thereof). Specifically, we can write the 2-form (3.8) as
ωk = dRe(v) ∧ dRe(u) + dIm(u) ∧ dIm(v) =
=
1
4
(dv + dv) ∧ (du+ du)− 1
4
(du− du) ∧ (dv − dv) =
= −1
2
(du ∧ dv + du ∧ dv)
(3.12)
Clearly, this 2-form vanishes when restricted to the holomorphic curve A(eu, ev) = 0.
Similarly, one can check that the restriction of the 2-form (3.9) also vanishes
ωσ = −dRe(u) ∧ dIm(v) + dRe(v) ∧ dIm(u) =
= − 1
4i
(du+ du) ∧ (dv − dv) + 1
4i
(dv + dv) ∧ (du− du) =
=
i
2
(du ∧ dv − du ∧ dv)
(3.13)
when restricted to L. Hence, the same is true for any linear combination of ωk and ωσ. In
particular, the condition (3.11) holds for the complex 2-form (3.7).
We conclude that in the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory the zero locus L of the A-
polynomial is naturally regarded as a Lagrangian submanifold in the phase space (P, ω).
11 A similar situation occurs in a different, though possibly not unrelated context in string
theory [58].
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Hence, we are naturally led to the quantization of (P, ω) in a real polarization12, where
elements of quantization are associated with Lagrangian submanifolds, cf. [61]. Then, it is
natural to expect that a quantization of this Hamiltonian system gives the quantum Hilbert
space, HΣ, of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory in genus one. In particular, the semi-
classical partition function (1.2) for a 3-manifoldM with a single torus boundary, Σ = T 2,
is given by the semi-classical wave function, Z(M) ∈ HΣ, supported on the Lagrangian
submanifold L. To be more precise, the partition function Z(M) is a half-density13 on L,
and the resulting quantum system can be naturally viewed as a quantum mechanics on a
“non-commutative” 2-torus. Below, our goal will be to explain this prescription in more
detail and to verify that it leads to meaningful results.
Example. The Figure-eight Knot
As in the previous example, let K be the figure-eight knot, and let M = S3 \K be
its complement. For a moment, let us also set k = 0. Then, the Poisson brackets (3.6)
suggest to define the canonical variables on the four-dimensional phase space P as(
p1
p2
)
=
(
−Re(u)
Re(v)
)
and
(
q1
q2
)
=
(
Im(v)
Im(u)
)
(3.14)
In terms of these variables, the zero locus of the A-polynomial of the figure-eight knot,
with the factor (l− 1) included, is given by(
cosh(4p2 + 4iq1)− cosh(2p2 + 2iq1)− cosh(p1 − iq2)− 1
)(
eiq2−p1 − 1
)
= 0 (3.15)
This complex equation defines two real constraints in a dynamical system with trivial
Hamiltonian, whose quantization leads to an effective quantum mechanics on a torus,
parametrized by q1 and q2. When the parameter s in the Chern-Simons action (1.1) is
real, one finds ordinary quantum mechanics, whereas for imaginary values of s (i.e. for
s = −iσ) the resulting system is best described as a Euclidean quantum mechanics. In
both cases, turning on the ‘level’ k leads to a deformation of the Poisson structure (3.6),
which can be naturally interpreted as a non-commutativity of the torus coordinates, q1
and q2 (as well as momenta, p1 and p2).
12 For quantization of Chern-Simons theory in complex polarizations see [1,59,60,37].
13 Given an n-dimensional manifoldX, let BX denote the frame bundle of V = TX; its structure
group is GL(V ). Then, an r-density on X is a smooth function f :BX → C which transforms
under the action of GL(V ) as f ◦g = |Det(g)|rf , where g ∈ GL(V ) and Det(g) is the determinant
of g. For r = 1 this definition gives the usual density on X, and for r = 1/2 it gives a half-density
on X.
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Before we proceed, let us briefly point out that the Chern-Simons action induces
SL(2,C)/SU(2) WZW theory on the boundary manifold Σ. However, the structure of the
Hilbert space in this theory is not completely clear at present. One might hope to get
further insights from the present approach.
3.2. Semi-Classical Approximation
Following the general prescription formulated in the end of the previous subsection,
here we study the semi-classical behavior of the partition function Z(M) by quantizing the
Hamiltonian system associated with (P, ω) and a Lagrangian submanifold L. As in the
standard classical mechanics, we introduce a canonical 1-form (also known as a Liouville
form), which in the canonical variables (pi, qj) can be written as
θ =
∑
i
pidqi (3.16)
We note that this 1-form may not be globally defined; this happens, for example, when the
phase space is compact. However, locally we can always write ω = dθ, and because ω|L = 0
holds by the definition of the Lagrangian submanifold L, we find that the restriction of
the canonical 1-form to L is closed,
dθ|L = 0 (3.17)
The cohomology class in H1(L, IR) induced by the 1-form θ is called the Liouville class of
the Lagrangian immersion L →֒ P. Lagrangian immersions for which the Liouville class is
trivial are called exact Lagrangian immersions.
Consistent quantization of (P, ω) with a Lagrangian submanifold L requires the Li-
ouville class of L to obey certain conditions. In order to explain these conditions, let us
proceed with the WKB quantization and define a phase function S, usually called the
action integral, such that
dS = θ|L (3.18)
Then, the semi-classical approximation to the wave function supported on the Lagrangian
submanifold L is given by
Z ≃
∑
α
ψ · eiS/h¯eipiη/4 +O(h¯) (3.19)
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where the sum is over a discrete, finite set of the components of L, η is the famous Maslov
correction to the phase of the semi-classical wave function, and the amplitude ψ is a half-
density on L, which obeys the transport equation [62,63]:
Lψ = 0 (3.20)
In order to understand the meaning of each term in (3.19), it is instructive to consider
a finite dimensional integral
Z =
∫ ∏
i
dqi e
iS(qi)/h¯ (3.21)
In the stationary phase approximation, this integral is dominated by the contribution from
the critical points,
Z ≃
∑
α
eiS/h¯√
det
(− i ·Hess(S)) +O(h¯) (3.22)
where Hess(S) stands for the Hessian of the phase function S. Here, a phase of the square
root of the determinant requires extra care. Namely, if S is a real function, Hess(S)
has only real eigenvalues, λi. Each positive eigenvalue contributes (−i)−1/2 = eipi/4 to the
phase of the above expression, whereas each negative eigenvalue contributes i−1/2 = e−ipi/4.
Therefore, a refined version of the formula (3.22) looks like:
Z ≃
∑
α
eiS/h¯eipiη/4 | det (Hess(S))|−1/2 +O(h¯) (3.23)
where the η-invariant
η =
∑
i
sign λi (3.24)
is defined as the (regularized) signature of the Hessian, Hess(S), that is the total number of
positive eigenvalues of Hess(S) minus the total number of negative eigenvalues of Hess(S).
Now, let us return to the semi-classical wave function (3.19) associated with a La-
grangian submanifold L. Notice, that when the restriction of θ to L is an exact 1-form,
the phase function S =
∫
θ is well defined. However, if the Lioville class of θ is non-trivial,
the phase function S depends on the choice of the integration path in L. In particular, a
difference between two such choices will change the action integral by a period of θ,
∆S =
∮
C
θ,
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where C is a closed 1-cycle on L. In order for the semi-classical expression (3.19) to be
unambiguously defined, all the periods of θ must be integer multiples of 2πh¯, for some
value of h¯:
1
2πh¯
∮
C
θ ∈ ZZ , ∀ C ∈ π1(L) (3.25)
A Lagrangian submanifolds L →֒ P which obeys this condition is called quantizable, and
the corresponding values of h¯ for which (3.25) holds are called admissible for L. Notice,
that the set of quantizable Lagrangian submanifolds with large first Betti number is usually
rather limited.
dqp
*
(l,m)
L
Fig. 7: The moduli space of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory on a knot com-
plement is described by the A-polynomial of the knot. The action integral of the
corresponding quantum mechanics can be obtained by integrating θ =
∑
i
pidqi
over a path on the curve A(l,m) = 0.
Now, let us apply this to our problem. We set h¯ = 1; the role of the Planck constant
is played by k−1 and σ−1, so that the semi-classical limit corresponds to k, σ → ∞.
Furthermore, from the defining equations (3.7) and (3.16) we obtain a canonical 1-form,
θ =
k
π
θk + i
σ
π
θσ (3.26)
where θk and θσ are real 1-forms,
θk = Re(v)dRe(u) + Im(u)dIm(v) (3.27)
and
θσ = −Re(u)dIm(v) + Re(v)dIm(u) (3.28)
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Since the 1-form θ is complex-valued, the condition for L to be quantizable implies
two independent sets of constraints corresponding, respectively, to the imaginary and real
parts of the Bohr-Sommerfeld condition (3.25):
L quantizable :
∮
C
θσ = 0
1
π2
∮
C
θk ∈Q
(3.29)
Provided that these two conditions are satisfied for any 1-cycle C ⊂ L, the system can
be consistently quantized and one can write the semi-classical expression for the partition
function in the form (3.19). The first condition in (3.29) asserts that all the periods of θσ
must vanish. Equivalently, θσ should be an exact 1-form, when restricted to L.
It turns out that, for a Lagrangian submanifold L defined as a zero locus of the A-
polynomial, the restriction of θσ to L is always an exact 1-form. Specifically, using a
classical formula of Schla¨fli concerning the volume of infinitesimally deformed polyhedra,
one can show that
θσ|L = 1
2
dVol(M) (3.30)
where Vol(M) is the volume of the hyperbolic 3-manifold M , which in the present dis-
cussion is a complement of a knot K. This important result is due to Hodgson [64] with
improvements by Dunfield [65]. Similarly, the real part of the 1-form θ is related to the
Chern-Simons invariant of the 3-manifold M ,
θk|L = −π2dCS(M) (3.31)
This formula was originally conjectured by Neumann and Zagier [52], and later proved by
Yoshida [55], see also [66,56].
From the equations (3.30) and (3.31) it follows that imaginary and real components
of the action integral S are related, respectively, to the volume and the Chern-Simons
invariant of the knot complement M :
S =
iσ
2π
Vol(M)− πkCS(M) (3.32)
This is indeed the expected semi-classical behavior of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons action
(1.7). We can also write it as
dS = tdF + tdF (3.33)
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where
dF =
1
4π
(
vdu− udv + d(uv)
)
Combining the formulas (3.19) and (3.32) together, we obtain:
Z(M) ≃
∑
α
ψ · eipiη/4 · exp
(
− σ
2π
Vol(M)− iπkCS(M)
)
+ . . . (3.34)
This is the usual expression for the semi-classical wave function in a quantum mechanics
with the action integral (3.32). Let us now compare this result with a general form of the
(unnormalized) semi-classical partition function in a Chern-Simons theory [3]:
Z(M) ≃
∑
α
det(∆)√| det(L−)|eipiη(A(α))/4 · eiI(A(α)) + . . . (3.35)
where ∆ is the standard Laplacian and L− denotes a restriction of the self-adjoint operator
L = ∗D+D∗ to the space of odd forms onM (not to be confused with the character variety
L). For a Chern-Simons theory with complex gauge group one further has [1,67]:
η(A(α)) = 0 (3.36)
It is clear that our result (3.34) is very similar to (3.35). In fact, one can easily see the
terms in both expression which have the same origin and, therefore, should be identified.
For example, each critical point in the quantum mechanics problem corresponds to a flat
SL(2,C) connection, A(α), in the Chern-Simons theory. Among these flat connections,
there is a geometric one, associated with the hyperbolic structure on the knot complement
M . The Chern-Simons action, I(A(hyperb)), of this flat connection is given by (3.32), and
it was already discussed in this section. Moreover, η(A(α)) should be identified with the
Maslov correction to the phase of the semi-classical expression (3.34), and (3.36) implies
that this correction vanishes. This should also follow directly from the properties of the
A-polynomial. Finally, the absolute value of the ratio of the determinants in (3.35), which
is often called the Reidemeister-Ray-Singer torsion, T (A(α)),√
T (A(α)) = det(∆)√| det(L−)| (3.37)
is related to the amplitude, ψ, of the quantum wave function (3.34).
Notice that, besides the critical point corresponding to the hyperbolic SL(2,C) con-
nection, the sum (3.34) also contains terms corresponding to other flat connections. Even
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though the Chern-Simons action, I(A(α)), of these flat connections is given by (3.32),
where the “volume” and the “Chern-Simons invariant” can be computed by integrating
the 1-forms (3.27) and (3.28) over different branches of the zero locus of the A-polynomial,
they no longer have a nice geometric interpretation. For example, there are flat connections
with negative “volume”. In particular, if K is a hyperbolic knot, then the semi-classical
behavior of the partition function (3.35) is dominated by the flat connection whose volume
is equal to minus the hyperbolic volume of M ,
Z(M) ≃
√
T (A(hyperb)) exp
( σ
2π
Vol(M) + iπkCS(M)
)
+ . . . (3.38)
3.3. Perturbation Theory
Using effective quantum mechanics, we studied the semi-classical limit of the partition
function, Z(M), in the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory on a knot complement, M = S3 \K.
Equivalently, we may also think of Z(M) as the (unnormalized) expectation value of a
Wilson line, W(l,m)(K), in an infinite-dimensional representation R of SL(2,C). In either
interpretation, it would be interesting to extend this analysis beyond the leading order
and to compute the higher-order perturbative corrections to the partition function (3.34).
General arguments suggest that the result should be in the form
Z ≃
∑
α
√
T (Aα) eiI(A
(α)) ×
(
1 +
∞∑
m,n=1
bm,n(α)
kmσn
)
(3.39)
where the coefficients bm,n(α) are expected to be related to some perturbative invariants
of a (decorated) knot K, analogous to the Vassiliev invariants, cf. [4,68].
There are two important remarks that one should bear in mind. First, a calculation of
the coefficients bm,n(α) requires a perturbative computation of the Feynman diagrams in
the background of a non-trivial flat connection A(α). The second remark has to do with the
fact that R is an infinite-dimensional representation of SL(2,C). In fact, if R was merely a
complexification of a finite-dimensional SU(2) representation, then the coefficients bm,n(α)
would be exactly the same as in the SU(2) Chern-Simons theory, and nothing new could
be gained [4].
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3.4. Non-perturbative Aspects
We found the semi-classical expression for the partition function Z(M) and briefly
discussed higher-order perturbative corrections. However, using the effective quantum
mechanics one might hope to compute the entire series Z(M), say, using the technique of
the geometric quantization [59,60,61,62,63]. The semi-classical result (3.34) is simply the
leading order approximation to the exact expression for Z(M), which obeys
ÂZ = 0 (3.40)
In quantum theory, this operator equation represents the classical constraint A(l,m) = 0,
cf. e.g. (3.15). Namely, the operator Â is obtained from the A-polynomial by replacing
l and m with the corresponding operators, l̂ and m̂, whose commutation relations follow
from (3.5). We also note that Z(M) automatically satisfies the Hamiltonian constraint,
ĤZ = 0, which can be naturally interpreted as the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (1.11) in
three-dimensional Euclidean gravity.
As we explain in the later sections, the asymptotic behavior of the colored Jones
polynomial is very similar to the perturbative expansion (3.38) – (3.39). This suggests a
close connection between the exact, non-perturbative partition function of the SL(2,C)
Chern-Simons theory and a certain analytic continuation of the colored Jones polynomial,
Z(M)←→? JN (K, q) (3.41)
In particular, it is natural to speculate that the colored Jones polynomial is related to
the SL(2,C) partition function when the variable q is not a root of unity, cf. Table 1. A
further evidence for this relation comes from the recent work [69], where it was shown that
the colored Jones polynomial for certain knots obeys the q-difference equation (3.40). We
postpone further study of the expected relation (3.41) to future work.
+M M_
Σ
Fig. 8: The manifoldM is a connected sum of the 3-manifoldsM+ andM−, joined
along their common boundary Σ.
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The non-perturbative partition function Z(M) has a number of nice properties that
follow directly from the path integral formulation (1.4). Suppose, for example, thatM is a
connected sum of the 3-manifolds, M±, joined along the common sphere boundary Σ = S
2
(see fig. 8):
M = M+ ∪Σ M− (3.42)
Then, the Chern-Simons partition function Z(M) is given by
Z(M) =
Z(M+)× Z(M−)
Z(S3)
(3.43)
where Z(S3) denotes the partition function for a 3-sphere.
Similarly, one can compute Z(M) for a homology 3-sphere M represented as a union
(3.42) of M+ and M− joined along a common torus boundary, Σ = T
2. Following the
discussion in section 2, to each M± we can associate a representation variety (the zero
locus of the corresponding A-polynomial):
L± = Hom (π1(M±);SL(2,C)) /SL(2,C)
Moreover, sinceM± are 3-manifolds with a common torus boundary Σ = T
2, the inclusions
of Σ into M± induce the embeddings:
L± →֒C∗ ×C∗ = Hom(π1(Σ);SL(2,C)) /SL(2,C)
The intersection points of L+ and L− are in one-to-one correspondence with the conjugacy
classes of representations of the fundamental group π1(M) into SL(2,C). Therefore, we
expect that the partition function
Z(M) = 〈Z(M+)|Z(M−)〉 (3.44)
is dominated by the contribution from the intersection points of L+ and L−.
The above discussion is reminiscent of the definition of the Casson invariant [70,71].
Indeed, using the A-polynomial we can define (and in many cases easily compute) the
SL(2,C) Casson invariant of M as the weighted sum of the intersection points of L+ and
L− inside C
∗ ×C∗,
λSL(2,C)(M) = #(L+ ∩ L−) (3.45)
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Example. M = S3
Consider M = S3 with the standard Heegard splitting, M = M+ ∪Σ M−, where
Σ = T 2 and each M± is a copy of the solid torus. Since the boundaries of M± are glued
together with a relative SL(2,ZZ)-transformation,(
γl
γm
)
−→
(
0 −1
1 0
)(
γl
γm
)
from (2.16) and (2.22) we get:
L+ = l− 1 , L− = m− 1
Clearly, the curves L+ and L− intersect at a single point, m = l = 1, so that we find
the SL(2,C) Casson invariant λSL(2,C)(S
3) = 1.
It would be interesting to find a realization of the SL(2,C) Casson invariant in Chern-
Simons theory with fermionic symmetries, cf. [16].
Finally, let us point out that throughout the paper we mainly focus on the simplest case
of a single torus boundary, or a single Wilson loop W(l,m)(K). It would be interesting to
extend this discussion to links with several components and three-manifolds with arbitrary
boundary Σ (such generalizations will be briefly discussed in the next section). In a special
case, when a link consists of r unlinked components γk, we have:
Z(S3; γ1, R1, . . . , γr, Rr)
Z(S3)
=
r∏
k=1
Z(S3; γk, Rk)
Z(S3)
(3.46)
Suppose that r = 2 and R1 = R2, i.e. we have two oriented unlinked components, γ1 and
γ2, carrying the same representation R. Then, from the path integral formulation (1.4), it
follows that the partition function for the connected sum γ1#γ2 is related to the product
of the partition functions for the individual link components,
Z(S3; γ1#γ2, R) =
Z(S3; γ1, R)× Z(S3; γ2, R)
Z(S3; unknot, R)
(3.47)
This factorization formula also follows from the property g) of the A-polynomial listed in
section 2.3.
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4. Topological Quantum Field Theory and Invariants of Three-Manifolds
As was already pointed out earlier, the definition of the Chern-Simons path integral
(1.4) is independent on the choice of metric on M , even in the quantum theory. Hence,
the Chern-Simons partition function Z(M ; γi, Ri) must be a topological invariant. This
is not so obvious from the mathematical point of view because Chern-Simons theory with
complex gauge group operates on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and, therefore,
does not fit into the standard definition of topological quantum field theory of Atiyah and
Segal [72]. Let us remind that, according to [72], a topological quantum field theory is
a functor Z, such that: (i) to each compact oriented 2-dimensional manifold Σ without
boundary one associates a finite dimensional complex vector space HΣ; and (ii) a compact
oriented 3-dimensional smooth manifoldM with ∂M = Σ determines a vector Z(M) ∈ HΣ.
Moreover, Z must satisfy the following axioms:
(1) We denote by −Σ the surface Σ with the opposite orientation. Then, we have H−Σ =
H∗Σ where H∗Σ is the dual of HΣ as a complex vector space.
(2) For a disjoint union Σ1 ⊔ Σ2 we have HΣ1⊔Σ2 = HΣ1 ⊗HΣ2 .
(3) For the composition of cobordisms14 ∂M1 = (−Σ1) ⊔Σ2 and ∂M2 = (−Σ2) ⊔Σ3, the
relation Z(M1 ∪M2) = Z(M2) ◦ Z(M1) holds, where the right-hand side stands for
the composition of linear maps Z(M1):HΣ1 →HΣ2 and Z(M2):HΣ2 → HΣ3 .
(4) For an empty set ∅ we have Z(∅) =C.
(5) Let I denote the closed unit interval. Then, Z(Σ× I) is the identity map as a linear
transformation of HΣ.
It is easy to check that all of these conditions are satisfied in a Chern-Simons theory
with compact gauge group G. Similarly, many of these properties extend to a theory with
the complexified gauge group GC, essentially due to the path integral formulation (1.2).
There is one important subtlety, however, related to the fact that in the latter theory the
phase space
P = Hom (π1(Σ);GC) /GC (4.1)
is no longer compact. Indeed, the space P is isomorphic to the total space of the cotangent
bundle, cf. (2.12):
P = T ∗M (4.2)
14 It follows from the axioms (1) and (2) that a compact oriented 3-manifold M with ∂M =
(−Σ1) ⊔ Σ2 determines a linear map Z(M) ∈ HomC(HΣ1 ,HΣ2). Such a manifold M is called a
cobordism between Σ1 and Σ2.
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where M is a representation space of π1(Σ) into the compact part of the gauge group,
G. Therefore, the corresponding Hilbert space HΣ is not finite dimensional. To be more
specific, by analogy with the SL(2,C) case studied in this paper, one might define the
quantum Hilbert space HΣ of a Chern-Simons theory with gauge group GC as a space of
half-densities on P. Since this space is infinite-dimensional, one needs a refinement of the
above definition in order to prove that we deal with a topological quantum field theory in a
mathematical sense. Physical considerations suggest, however, that there exists a rigorous
mathematical definition of the topological invariant Z(M ; γi, Ri), which we postpone to
future work.
Implications for Representation Varieties and the A-polynomial
Apart from defining a topological invariant of three-manifolds with links colored by
infinite-dimensional representations, Chern-Simons theory can also shed some light on
the properties of representation varieties (2.3), in particular, on the properties of the A-
polynomial. Thus, a lot of interesting information about L = Hom
(
π1(M);GC
)
/GC and
about the 3-manifold M itself can be obtained by treating L as a Lagrangian submanifold
in P. In particular, as we saw earlier, the Lagrangian inclusion L →֒ P is a natural
starting point for quantization, and can lead to new connections between three-dimensional
topology, symplectic geometry, and perhaps even Langlands’ program [73].
For instance, it directly follows from this new perspective that the “volume formula”
(3.30) and the “Chern-Simons formula” (3.31) can be generalized to hyperbolic 3-manifolds
with arbitrary boundary Σ, not necessarily connected. There is a nice class of examples
of such manifolds called convex cores, which have finite volume [74] and may be useful in
this context. Even though the explicit description of the representation variety
L = Hom(π1(M);SL(2,C)) /SL(2,C) (4.3)
may be very complicated for a generic 3-manifold M with boundary Σ, the ambient space
P is always a symplectic space of the form (4.2). Specifically, in the case we are considering,
the space P is the total space of the cotangent bundle over the moduli space, M, of flat
SU(2) connections on Σ. Let ωσ denote the natural symplectic structure on P = T ∗M,
and let θσ be the corresponding canonical 1-form, such that ωσ = dθσ. Then, the physical
considerations suggest that
θσ|L = 1
2
dVol(M) (4.4)
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should hold for arbitraryM (along with a similar expression for the Chern-Simons invariant
of M). Furthermore, the 1-form θσ should be exact, when restricted to the Lagrangian
submanifold L →֒ P, ∮
C
θσ = 0 , ∀C ∈ π1(L)
There is a similar set of constraints that follows from the rationality of the periods of θk,
cf. (3.29). Altogether, these conditions assert that L is a quantizable submanifold and
impose severe restrictions on its geometry, especially when π1(L) is large.
For example, these constraints lead to some non-trivial obstructions to a polynomial
arising as the A-polynomial of a knot. Namely, if Σ = T 2 and L is described by the zero
locus of the A-polynomial, from (3.29) we find that the integral of the 1-form θσ around
any closed loop C on the curve L must vanish,∮
C
log |l|d(argm)− log |m|d(arg l) = 0 (4.5)
and, furthermore, that the integral of the 1-form θk must be a rational number,
1
π2
∮
C
log |m|d log |l|+ (arg l)d(argm) ∈Q (4.6)
In particular, this gives the answer to a question posed by Cooper and Long in [53,54]:
“Which affine curves L in C∗ ×C∗ satisfy the condition that θσ is exact on L?” Namely,
the 1-form θσ should be interpreted as an “imaginary part” of the Lioville form (3.26),
and then the condition (4.5) is simply the condition for L to be a quantizable Lagrangian
submanifold in C∗ ×C∗. This suggests a further relationship to symplectic geometry. The
first of the above conditions can be understood as a consequence of the Scha¨fli-like formula
(3.30), and has a number of applications, see e.g. [53]. To the best of our knowledge, the
second condition has not been discussed in the mathematical literature.
Example.
Following [53], let us demonstrate how the condition (4.5) can be used to constrain
the form of the A-polynomial. For example, in Table 2 one finds the A-polynomial of
the figure-eight knot:
A(l,m) = −2 +m4 +m−4 −m2 −m−2 − l− l−1
A slight modification of this polynomial gives
f(l,m) = −2 +m6 +m−6 −m2 −m−2 − l− l−1
which is not the A-polynomial of any knot since the 1-form θσ has non-vanishing periods
on f(l,m) = 0, therefore, violating (4.5). However, f(l,m) does exhibit every other
property of the A-polynomial. It would be interesting to invent similar examples which
satisfy the first condition (4.5), but fail (4.6).
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Notice, that the genus of the curve A(l,m) = 0 grows very rapidly with the complexity
of the knot. (One can get a general impression, say, by looking at the examples listed in
Table 2.) Therefore, the number of non-trivial constraints in (4.5) and (4.6) also becomes
very large, especially for polynomials of large degree. In fact, one might wonder if these
constraints, together with the ones mentioned in section 2.3, give a complete list:
Question: Is every integral, reciprocal, and tempered polynomial f(l,m) that satisfies
both conditions (4.5) and (4.6) is the A-polynomial of some knot?
5. A Generalization of the Volume Conjecture
In this section15 we show how the above approach can be used to extend the volume
conjecture to incomplete hyperbolic structures on knot complements16. The generalized
volume conjecture, then, can be interpreted as a relation between the A-polynomial and
the the colored Jones polynomial. Furthermore, in the next section we discuss a similar
generalization of the Melvin-Morton-Rozansky conjecture, also inspired by physics.
5.1. A Brief Review of the Volume Conjecture
A well-known invariant of knots is the Jones polynomial J(K, q) [78]. Here we consider
a more general invariant, the so-called N -colored Jones polynomial JN (K, q), associated
with an N -dimensional irreducible representation of SU(2). Thus, the usual Jones poly-
nomial appears as a special case, J(K, q) = J2(K, q). Like the ordinary Jones polynomial,
JN (K, q) can be defined by skein relations and is a Laurent polynomial in the variable
q1/2. Remarkably, there is a relation between the colored Jones polynomial of a knot and
the volume of its complement.
The first observation along these lines was made by Kashaev, who introduced a link
invariant associated with quantum dilogarithm [34]. The Kashaev’s invariant assocated
with a knot K — usually denoted by 〈K〉N — is based on the theory of quantum diloga-
rithms at the N -th root of unity, q = exp(2πi/N). Moreover, it was noticed in [34] that
for certain knots the asymptotic behavior of this invariant is related to the volume of the
knot complement
lim
N→∞
log |〈K〉N |
N
=
1
2π
Vol(M) (5.1)
15 The work presented in this section originated from discussions with K. Krasnov.
16 See also [75,76,77] for a previous work in this direction.
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A generalization of this relation to all knots is known as the volume conjecture [34].
Later, it was realized in [35] that the Kashaev’s invariant is related to the colored
Jones polynomial evaluated at the special value of q:
q = e2pii/N (5.2)
Therefore, the volume conjecture can be reformulated as a relation between the volume of
the knot complement and a special limit of the colored Jones polynomial:
The Volume Conjecture:
lim
N→∞
log |JN (K, e2pii/N)|
N
=
1
2π
Vol(M) (5.3)
In this form, the volume conjecture has been verified in a number of examples. In partic-
ular, Kashaev and Tirkkonen [79] proved that it is true for all torus knots, in a sense that
the limit (5.3) is zero.
The volume conjecture was extended further in [36], where it was shown that for a
large class of knots one can remove the absolute value in (5.3), so that the following limit
holds17:
lim
N→∞
log JN (K, e
2pii/N)
N
=
1
2π
(
Vol(M) + i2π2CS(M)
)
(5.4)
This version of the volume conjecture — which relates the asymptotic behavior of JN (K, q)
to the volume and Chern-Simons invariant of the knot complement — is the one we are
going to use here. For more work on the volume conjecture see e.g. [77,80,81,82].
5.2. The A-Polynomial and the Generalized Volume Conjecture
Incomplete hyperbolic structures on knot complements come in continuous families.
For example, if K is a hyperbolic knot in the 3-sphere, then the moduli space of hyperbolic
metrics on M = S3 \K has at least one component of complex dimension one. Apart from
a special point representing the cusped 3-manifold, a generic point in this moduli space
corresponds to an incomplete hyperbolic structure onM with a conical singularity or some
other kind of degeneration along the knot K, see e.g. [64] for more details.
A convenient way to describe the space of incomplete hyperbolic structures on M =
S3 \K is to identify a hyperbolic structure with a SL(2,C) structure. Then, the moduli
17 Notice, that our normalization of the Chern-Simons invariant agrees with [52,55], but differs
from the normalization used in [36] by a factor of 2π2.
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space of SL(2,C) structures is described by the character variety which, in turn, is given
by the zero locus of the A-polynomial [46],
A(l,m) = 0 (5.5)
where l and m are the complex-valued ‘eigenvalues’ of the holonomies (2.10) around the
longitude and the meridian of a knot. In these variables, the point in the moduli space
representing the complete metric on M is located at (l,m) = (−1, 1). The change of
the volume and the Chern-Simons invariant is described, respectively, by the differential
1-forms (3.30) and (3.31) on the curve (5.5):
d Vol(M) = 2
(
− log |l|d(argm) + log |m|d(arg l)
)
d CS(M) = − 1
π2
(
log |m|d log |l|+ (arg l)d(argm)
) (5.6)
Therefore, if K is a hyperbolic knot, the right-hand side of the volume conjecture
(5.4) has a natural generalization. For a given knot K, we can consider a family of
(incomplete) hyperbolic metrics on M and regard Vol(M) and CS(M) as functions on
the curve A(l,m) = 0 obtained by integrating (5.6), cf. fig. 7,
Vol(l,m) = Vol(K) + 2
∫ (
− log |l|d(argm) + log |m|d(arg l)
)
CS(l,m) = CS(K)− 1
π2
∫ (
log |m|d log |l|+ (arg l)d(argm)
) (5.7)
Here, Vol(K) and CS(K) refer to the volume and the Chern-Simons invariant of the
complete hyperbolic metric on the knot complement (more generally, the Gromov norm of
K).
In order to find a suitable generalization of the left-hand side of the volume conjecture
(5.4), let us look at the path integral definition of the colored Jones polynomial. In quantum
field theory, the colored Jones polynomial evaluated at the k-th root of unity appears as
the normalized18 expectation value of a Wilson line in the SU(2) Chern-Simons theory [3],
JN (K, e
2pii/k) = 〈TrRj P exp
∮
K
A〉 (5.8)
18 Here, the word “normalized” refers to a factor of ZSU(2)(S
3) in the denominator of the path
integral. In the following section we will introduce another version of the colored Jones polyno-
mial, often used in the mathematical literature, where JN (K, q) is further normalized relative to
JN (unknot, q).
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where k stands for the (renormalized) value of the level, and Rj is an irreducible spin-j
representation of SU(2) of dimension N = 2j + 1. Therefore, the left-hand side of the
volume conjecture (5.4) can be interpreted as a classical limit of the Chern-Simons-Witten
invariant (5.8), such that
k →∞ , N →∞ , N
k
= 1 (5.9)
In physics, Wilson lines represent trajectories of massive point-like particles. Inter-
acting with gravity such particles produce conical defects in the geometry of space-time,
so that the deficit angle is proportional to the mass of the particle [13]. These heuristic
arguments suggest that, in the present context, a Wilson line (5.8) should be associated
with a conical singularity along the knot K, with a deficit angle ∼ N/k. On the other
hand, deformations of the hyperbolic structure on M with a conical singularity along the
knot K are parametrized by the curve (5.5), with |m| = 1. Therefore, one might expect
log(m) ∼ 2πi
(
1− N
k
)
(5.10)
These considerations suggest that the proper modification of the left-hand side of the
volume conjecture (5.4), that includes deformations of the hyperbolic structure on M ,
should be obtained by replacing (5.9) with a more general double-scaling limit,
k →∞ , N →∞ , a ≡ N
k
= fixed (5.11)
The ratio, a = N/k, which is kept fixed in this limit, does not need to be a rational
number. In fact, the relation (5.10) suggests that, in order to compare with the volume
and the Chern-Simons invariant computed from the A-polynomial, the parameter a must
be treated as a continuous complex variable. Moreover, rational values of a (except for
a = 1) are special, in a sense that the asymptotic behavior of the colored Jones polynomial
“jumps” in such cases. Again, this suggests to consider generic values of a. Since the
colored Jones polynomial is defined for all values of q, not only for the roots of unity, a
natural way to realize this is to keep N integer, and take k = N/a to be non-integer19.
Then, by analogy with (5.4), we expect the following conjecture to be true:
19 Alternatively, one could consider an analytic continuation of JN (K, q) to non-integer values of
the color, N . Even though eventually this possibility may play an important ro´le in the connection
with the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory, it seems less obvious at present. See however [83], which
may be relevant here. I wish to thank D. Thurston for pointing out this reference and for helpful
discussions on related topics.
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The Generalized Volume Conjecture: In the limit (5.11), the N -colred Jones
polynomial has the following asymptotic behavior:
lim
N,k→∞
log JN (K, e
2pii/k)
k
=
1
2π
(
Vol(l,m) + i2π2CS(l,m)
)
(5.12)
where Vol(l,m) and CS(l,m) are the functions (5.7) on the zero locus of the A-polynomial,
evaluated at the point
m = − exp(iπa) (5.13)
This identification of the parameters agrees with the expected relation (5.10), where we
fixed the exact numerical factor by considering specific examples, see below.
Note, that the generalized volume conjecture (5.12) presents a 1-parameter family of
relations, which include the well-known volume conjecture (5.4) as a special case, m = 1.
Below, we demonstrate that (5.12) is true for the figure-eight knot.
5.3. Proof of the Generalized Volume Conjecture for the Figure-Eight Knot 41
The N -colored Jones polynomial of the figure-eight knot has the following form, see
e.g. [84]:
JN (41, q) =
N−1∑
i=0
i∏
j=1
(
q(N+j)/2 − q−(N+j)/2
)(
q(N−j)/2 − q−(N−j)/2
)
(5.14)
Notice, that at the N -th root of unity, q = exp(2πi/N), it is indeed equal to the Kashaev’s
invariant of the figure-eight knot [34]:
〈41〉N =
N−1∑
i=0
i∏
j=1
(
1− qj) (1− qj)
In the limit (5.11), the asymptotic behavior of the colored Jones polynomial (5.14)
can be obtained using the saddle-point approximation. The result has the following form,
cf. [85]:
lim
k,N→∞
log JN (41, e
2pii/k)
k
=
1
π
V (a) (5.15)
where the function
V (a) = Λ(aπ + θ(a)/2)− Λ(aπ − θ(a)/2) (5.16)
is defined via θ(a) = arccos (cos(2πa)− 1/2) and the Lobachevsky function,
Λ(z) = −
∫ z
0
log |2 sinx|dx = 1
2
∞∑
n=1
sin(2nz)
n2
(5.17)
The graph of V (a) is shown on the figure below:
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Fig. 9: The graph of the volume function V (a) near a = 1.
Notice, that at the special value a = 1 corresponding to the complete hyperbolic
structure on the knot complement, we have
2π lim
N→∞
log JN (41, e
2pii/N)
N
= 2
(
Λ (7π/6)− Λ (5π/6)
)
(5.18)
Using the π-periodicity of the Lobachevsky function and the identity
Λ(nz) = n
∑
j (mod n)
Λ
(
z +
πj
n
)
one can check that (5.18) is indeed equal to the volume of the figure-eight knot complement,
Vol(41) = 6Λ(π/3) ≈ 2.0298832 . . . (5.19)
Now, let us study the limit (5.15) as a function of the parameter a, near the point
a = 1. For reasons that will become clear in a moment, it is convenient to introduce a new
parameter y, such that
a = 1 +
y
π
(5.20)
According to the relation (5.13), we have
m = exp(iy) (5.21)
It is clear that y is a good expansion parameter near m = 1 (i.e. near y = 0).
Since we already know that for y = 0 the volume conjecture is true, we need to compare
only the y-dependent terms on both sides in (5.12), say, by differentiating with respect to
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y. On the left-hand side, this leads to a derivative of the function (5.16), representing the
limiting behavior of the colored Jones polynomial. Explicitly, we find
dV
dy
=
(
1− sin(2y)√
1− (cos(2y)− 1/2)2
)
log |2 sin
(
y − 1
2
arccos (cos(2y)− 1/2)
)
|−
−
(
1 +
sin(2y)√
1− (cos(2y)− 1/2)2
)
log |2 sin
(
y +
1
2
arccos (cos(2y)− 1/2)
)
|
(5.22)
It is easy to see that this is an odd function of y, which has the following power series
expansion,
dV
dy
= −2
√
3y +
8√
3
y3 − 184
15
√
3
y5 +
1424
45
√
3
y7 − 86248
945
√
3
y9 + . . . (5.23)
The graph of the function dV/dy is shown on the figure below:
-1 -0.5 0.5 1
-1
-0.5
0.5
1
Fig. 10: The graph of the function dV/dy.
Now, let us look at the right-hand side of the proposed relation (5.12). It involves
the volume function, Vol(l,m), and the Chern-Simons function, CS(l,m), defined by the
integrals (5.7) on the zero-locus of the A-polynomial. For the figure-eight knot, the A-
polynomial has the following form [46]:
A(l,m) = −2 +m4 +m−4 −m2 −m−2 − l − l−1 (5.24)
For simplicity, let us take y to be real. Then, using the fact that CS(41) = 0, we can
write the integrals (5.7) in the following simple form,
Vol(m) = Vol(41)− 2
∫ y
0
log |l|d(argm) (5.25)
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and
CS(m) = − 1
π2
∫ y
0
(arg l)d(argm) (5.26)
where log |l| and arg l should be determined from the equation A(l, eiy) = 0. Since the
A-polynomial (5.24) is quadratic in l, it is easy to solve this equation. One finds
l = cos(4y)− cos(2y)− 1±
√
(cos(4y)− cos(2y)− 1)2 − 1 (5.27)
It is the second root (with the “−” sign) that corresponds to the geometric branch of the
moduli space of flat SL(2,C) connections. Choosing this root, we find that l is real for
real values of y (sufficiently close to y = 1). Hence, the Chern-Simons integral (5.26) is
identically zero. This agrees with the fact that the function V , that describes the limiting
behavior of the colored Jones polynomial in (5.15) – (5.16) is also real. Therefore, the
imaginary part of the proposed relation (5.12) is true — both sides vanish identically —
and we only need to verify the real part.
Fortunately, we do not need to evaluate the integral (5.25) explicitly in order to check
the real part of the generalized volume conjecture (5.12). Since we are interested only
in y-dependent terms, we only have to compare (5.22) with the derivative of the volume
function (5.25),
− log |l| = − log
[
cos(4y)− cos(2y)− 1−
√
(cos(4y)− cos(2y)− 1)2 − 1
]
(5.28)
It is amusing to verify that the functions (5.22) and (5.28) are indeed identical.
5.4. A Relation Between The Colored Jones Polynomial And The A-Polynomial
A generalization of the volume conjecture discussed above could be interpreted as
a purely algebraic relation between the A-polynomial and the colored Jones polynomial.
Specifically, given a colored Jones polynomial JN (K, q) of a knot K one can consider the
limit (5.11),
k →∞ , N →∞ , a ≡ N
k
a ∈C \Q
and define a function l(a), such that l(1) = −1 and
log l = − d
da
lim
N,k→∞
N/k=a
log JN (K, e
2pii/k)
k
(5.29)
From the definition, it might seem that l(a) is a rather complicated function of a. However,
the generalized volume conjecture (5.12) implies that l and m = −eia satisfy a simple
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polynomial relation (5.5) with integer coefficients. Namely, they belong to the zero locus
of the A-polynomial.
Remarks:
1) Among other things, the generalized volume conjecture implies that the A-polynomial
is an invariant of knots not stronger than the colored Jones polynomial (regarded
as a function of the color as well). This seems to be consistent with the existing
observations. For example, both the A-polynomial and the colored Jones polynomial
can not distinguish mutants, etc.
2) Given that the colored Jones polynomial and the A-polynomial have a very differ-
ent nature, it might be useful to understand a relation between them better. For
instance, the colored Jones polynomial can be defined by skein relations, whereas no
such definition is known for the A-polynomial.
3) It would be interesting to understand a relation to the work [86], where a similar
connection between the A-polynomial and the Jones polynomial was proposed from
the the non-commutative point of view.
6. Non-Trivial Flat Connections and the Melvin-Morton-Rozansky Conjecture
The volume conjecture and its generalization discussed in the previous section imply
that, for generic values of a, the asymptotic behavior of the colored Jones polynomial is
dominated by a flat SL(2,C) connection. This observation forms a very nice and complete
picture once considered along with the Melvin-Morton-Rozansky conjecture regarding the
asymptotic behavior of the colored Jones polynomial for integer values of k. Using path
integral interpretation, in this section we will try to explain this general picture, which
will allow us to formulate an analog of the Melvin-Morton-Rozansky conjecture for the
contribution of a non-trivial flat connection.
6.1. A Brief Review of the Melvin-Morton-Rozansky Conjecture
Let JN (K, q) be the N -colored Jones polynomial of a knot K. We define a reduced
Jones polynomial as
VN (K, q) =
JN (K, q)
JN (unknot, q)
, VN ∈ ZZ[q, q−1] (6.1)
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where q = exp(2πi/k) and
JN (unknot, q) = [N ] =
qN/2 − q−N/2
q1/2 − q−1/2 (6.2)
is the N -colored Jones polynomial for the trivial knot.
Following [87], let us denote by J
(tr)
N (K, q) (resp. V
(tr)
N (K, q)) the trivial connection
contribution to the colored Jones polynomial. Consider the Melvin-Morton expansion of
the colored Jones polynomial in powers of N and h = q − 1 [88],
V
(tr)
N (K, q) =
∑
m,n≥0
Dm,n(K)N
2mhn (6.3)
Here, the rational numbers Dm,n(K) are Vassiliev invariants of order n [4,68], and we
assume that both N and k are integer. The extension to non-rational values of a = N/k
is related to the generalized volume conjecture and will be discussed further below.
It was conjectured by Melvin and Morton [88] and later proved by Rozansky [29], and
by Bar-Natan and Garoufalidis [89], that the coefficients Dm,n(K) in the expansion (6.3)
have the following properties20,
Dm,n = 0 for m > n/2∑
m≥0
Dm,2ma
2m =
1
∇A(K, eipia − e−ipia)
(6.4)
where ∇A(K, z) is the Alexander polynomial of the knot K, normalized such that
∇A(unknot, z) = 1. We remind, that the Alexander polynomial can be defined by the
skein relation,
∇A(L+, z)−∇A(L−, z) = z∇A(L0, z) (6.5)
corresponding to the link diagrams shown on the figure below.
L L L+ 0 −
Fig. 11: Link diagrams connected by the skein relation.
20 To avoid cluttering, in what follows we suppress the dependence of Dm,n(K) on the knot K.
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The bound on the powers of N allows to rewrite (6.3) in the form
V
(tr)
N (K, q) =
∑
n≥0
hn
∑
m≥0
Dm,n+2m(Nh)
2m (6.6)
which is reminiscent of the t’ Hooft expansion in a U(N) gauge theory. Let us rewrite this
expansion in yet another form, replacing (Nh) with a new parameter
z = qN/2 − q−N/2 = 2i sin(πa),
such that [90]:
Nh = 2 log
(√
1 + z2/4 + z/2
) h
log(1 + h)
= z + . . . (6.7)
Then, the Melvin-Morton expansion (6.6) of the colored Jones polynomial can be written
in the form
V
(tr)
N (K, q) =
∑
n≥0
V (n)(K, z)hn =
∑
n≥0
hn
∑
m≥0
d(n)m z
2m (6.8)
In terms of the new variable z, the Melvin-Morton conjecture (6.4) turns into a statement
about the first line in the expansion (6.8),
V (0)(K, z) =
1
∇A(K, z) (6.9)
which, among other things, implies that the coefficients d
(0)
m are all integer numbers. Rozan-
sky conjectured [90] and proved later [91], that all the coefficients d
(n)
m are integer numbers
and that the n-th line in the expansion (6.8) is a rational function of z:
V (n)(K, z) =
P (n)(K, z)
∇2n+1A (K, z)
, P (n)(K, z) ∈ ZZ[z2] (6.10)
In order to understand a connection between the Melvin-Morton-Rozansky and the
volume conjectures, it is helpful to look at the path integral interpretation.
6.2. Path Integral Interpretation
As we already pointed out earlier, the colored Jones polynomial can be viewed as the
expectation value of the Wilson loop observable (1.3) in the SU(2) Chern-Simons theory
[3],
JN (K, e
2pii
k0+2 ) = 〈WRj (K)〉 =
1
ZSU(2)(S3)
∫
DA WRj (K) e
ik0
4pi SCS(A) (6.11)
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where k0 is the tree-level value of the coupling constant, Rj is an irreducible N = (2j+1)
dimensional representation of SU(2), and SCS(A) is the Chern-Simons functional of the
su(2)-values gauge connection A,
SCS = Tr
∫
S3
(A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧ A) (6.12)
The Wilson loop expectation value (6.11) is normalized by the Chern-Simons path
integral on S3,
ZSU(2)(S
3) =
√
2
k
sin
(π
k
)
(6.13)
where k = k0 + 2 is the renormalized value of the level.
In the semi-classical limit, k → ∞, the path integral (6.11) can be represented as a
sum over flat connections,
ZSU(2)(WRj , k) =
∑
α
Z
(α)
SU(2)(WRj , k) (6.14)
where each term has the form of a perturbation series,
Z
(α)
SU(2)(WRj , k) = exp
ik
4π
(
S
(α)
CS +
∞∑
n=1
(2π/k)nS(α)n
)
(6.15)
Therefore, the leading contribution to the path integral (6.11) comes from the classical
value of the Chern-Simons functional (6.12) evaluated on the flat connection A(α). Then,
the next, “1-loop” term, S
(α)
1 , has the form, see e.g. [3,92,93],
exp
(
i
2
S
(α)
1
)
=
√
T (A(α))
Vol(Hα)
(
4π2
k
)(h0(A(α))−h1(A(α)))/2
exp
(
− iπ
4
Nph
)
(6.16)
where hk(A(α)) is the dimension of the k-th cohomology of M = S3 \K with coefficients
twisted by A(α), and T (A(α)) is the SU(2) Ray-Singer torsion of M twisted by A(α). The
isotropy group, Hα, is a subgroup of SU(2) that commutes with the holonomies of the
connection Aα. Its tangent space, THα, can be identified with the 0-th cohomology space
of M twisted by A(α). Therefore, we have
h0(A(α)) = dim(Hα) (6.17)
On the other hand, the elements of the 1-st twisted cohomology can be identified with
infinitesimal deformations of the flat connection Aα. However, since these deformations
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may be obstructed there is no simple formula for h1(A(α)), analogous to (6.17). Finally,
Nph is given by
Nph = 2SF
(α) + h0(A(α)) + h1(A(α)) + (1 + b1) dimG (6.18)
where SF (α) is a spectral flow of the self-adjoint operator L = ∗D +D∗ restricted to the
space of odd forms.
Now, following Rozansky [29], let us evaluate (6.16) in the case of a trivial connection.
6.3. A Contribution of the Trivial Connection
For the trivial connection we have S
(tr)
CS = 0. Therefore, the leading contribution
to the colored Jones polynomial comes from the 1-loop term. Since a reducible trivial
connection with fixed boundary conditions on M has no moduli, we have
h0 = 1 , h1 = 0 (6.19)
The isotropy group is Hα = U(1), and Vol(Hα) =
√
8π. Moreover, from the results of
Milnor [94] and Turaev [95] it follows that in the present case the Ray-Singer torsion is
related to the Alexander polynomial,√
T (a) =
2 sin(πa)
∇A(K, e2piia) (6.20)
where a = N/k is the U(1) holonomy around the Wilson line WRj (K). Therefore, sub-
stituting (6.19) and (6.20) into (6.16), we find that the leading contribution of the trivial
connection is given by [29]:
Z
(tr)
SU(2)(WRj , k) ≃
√
2
k
sin(πa)
∇A(K, e2piia) (6.21)
Normalizing by (6.13), we find that in the limit k → ∞ the contribution of the trivial
connection to the colored Jones polynomial looks like
J
(tr)
N (K, e
2pii/k) ≃ k sin(πa)
π∇A(K, e2piia) + . . . (6.22)
This implies the following asymptotic behavior of the reduced Jones polynomial VN (K, q),
V
(tr)
N (K, e
2pii/k) ≃ 1∇A(K, e2piia) + . . . (6.23)
which, in turn, implies the Melvin-Morton conjecture (6.4).
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6.4. A Contribution of the “Hyperbolic” Flat Connection
Now let us explain the relation to the volume conjecture and its generalization (5.12)
discussed in the previous section. In the path integral interpretation, the exponential
growth of the colored Jones polynomial means that its asymptotic behavior is dominated
by the non-trivial SL(2,C) flat connection, associated with the hyperbolic structure on
the knot complement, M . We shall denote this connection by A(hyperb). Comparing (5.12)
with (6.15), we conclude that the Chern-Simons action for this complex-valued connection
is given by
SCS(A
(hyperb)) = −2i
(
Vol(m) + i2π2CS(m)
)
(6.24)
For hyperbolic knots, the imaginary part of this expression does not vanish and, hence,
leads to the exponential growth of JN (K, q) in the limit (5.11). Notice, that in order to
see this exponential growth it is crucial to allow the parameter a = N/k to take generic
(non-rational) values, which is more natural in the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory, rather
than in the SU(2) theory, cf. Table 1.
This means that we have to find a suitable generalization of the Melvin-Morton con-
jecture (6.4) for non-rational values of a. Such a generalization can be found using path
integral arguments, similar to the above. Indeed, let us look at the loop expansion (6.15)
of the Chern-Simons-Witten invariant around the flat connection A(hyperb). The leading
term in this expansion is given by the classical action (6.24). In the next, 1-loop term we
have
h0(A(hyperb)) = 0 , h1(A(hyperb)) = 0 (6.25)
This follows from eq.(6.17) and the fact that the flat connection A(hyperb), associated
with the hyperbolic structure on the knot complement, is irreducible and rigid, so that
dim(Hhyperb) = 0. (In fact, the same relations describe the contribution of a non-trivial flat
connection to the Reshetikhin-Turaev-Witten invariant for torus knots [29].) Therefore,
from (6.15) we get,
Z
(hyperb)
SU(2) (WRj , k) =
√
T (A(hyperb)) e
ik
4pi
(
S
(hyperb)
CS
+
∑
n>1
(2pi/k)nS(hyperb)n
)
(6.26)
where we ignore a constant phase. In this expression, T (A(hyperb)) denotes the SL(2,C)
Ray-Singer torsion of the knot complement twisted by A(hyperb). Normalizing by
ZSU(2)(S
3), we find the asymptotic behavior of the N -colored Jones polynomial,
JN (K, q) =
√
k√
2 sin(π/k)
√
T exp
(
k
2π
(Vol(m) + i2π2CS(m)) +
i
2
∞∑
n=1
(2π/k)nSn+1
)
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It is convenient to write this expression in the logarithmic form:
log JN (K, q) =
k
2π
(Vol(m) + i2π2CS(m)) + log
( √
kT√
2 sin(π/k)
)
+
i
2
∞∑
n=1
(2π/k)nSn+1
(6.27)
Notice, that this expansion is very similar to the perturbative expansion of the SL(2,C)
partition function, cf. (3.38) – (3.39). It would be very interesting to find a better under-
standing of this relation.
Now, by analogy with (6.1), let us define a properly normalized version of the colored
Jones polynomial that would remain finite in the limit (5.11). In eq.(6.1) this was achieved
by dividing by the colored Jones polynomial of the unknot, which automatically removed
the linear k-dependence from (6.22), as well as the universal factor of sin(πa). By con-
sidering specific examples (see below), we find that the Ray-Singer torsion, T (A(hyperb)),
does not have the universal factor sin(πa) in the present case. Moreover, as can be eas-
ily seen from (6.27), the polynomial growth of JN (K, q) comes from the normalization of
the Chern-Simons partition function (6.26) by ZSU(2)(S
3). Therefore, in the present case,
it is natural to define the reduced Jones polynomial V˜N (K, q) by restoring the original
normalization in (6.26),
V˜N (K, q) = JN (K, q) · ZSU(2)(S3) · exp
(
− k
2π
(Vol(m) + i2π2CS(m))
)
(6.28)
where we also explicitly eliminated the exponential growth using the volume and the Chern-
Simons functions introduced in (5.7). It follows from the loop expansion (6.26), that the
resulting Jones polynomial has the following asymptotic behavior,
V˜N (K, q) =
√
T (A(hyperb)) · exp
(
i
2
∞∑
n=1
(2π/k)nSn+1
)
In particular, this expression remains finite in the limit (5.11). Hence, as in the case of the
trivial flat connection, we can consider the Melvin-Morton expansion of V˜N (K, q),
V˜N (K, q) =
∑
m,n≥0
D˜m,nN
mhn (6.29)
The perturbative expansion (6.15) of the Chern-Simons path integral implies that the
coefficients D˜m,n should vanish unless m ≤ n. Moreover, the following analog of the
Melvin-Morton conjecture should hold in the limit (5.11), with non-rational a,
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The Generalized Melvin-Morton Conjecture:
D˜m,n = 0 for m > n∑
m≥0
D˜m,ma
m =
√
T (A(hyperb))
(6.30)
To get further insights into geometric information encoded in the power series (6.29),
following [90], let us write it in terms of the variable z = qN/2 − q−N/2 = 2i sin(πa),
V˜N (K, q) =
∑
n≥0
V˜ (n)(K, z)hn =
∑
n≥0
hn
∑
m≥0
d˜(n)m z
m (6.31)
In contrast to the case of the reducible connection, the numbers d˜
(n)
m do not appear to be
integer. However, it is plausible that d˜
(n)
m take values in Q(
√−1), or in some other number
field, which might be related to the arithmetic properties of the knot complement.
Questions:
1) What is the geometric interpretation of the numbers D˜m,n and d˜
(n)
m ?
2) What is the relation, if any, between d˜
(n)
m and the coefficients bm,n in the perturbative
expansion (3.39) of the SL(2,C) partition function?
Example. The Figure-eight Knot
As we explained above, in order to verify the generalized version of the Melvin-
Morton conjecture (6.30), it is enough to check that the colored Jones polynomial has
asymptotic expansion of the form (6.27). For the figure-eight knot we find the following
asymptotic behavior of the colored Jones polynomial,
log JN (41, e
2pii/k) =
k
2π
Vol(41) +
3
2
log k +
i
2
S1(a) +
i
2
S2(a)
(
2π
k
)
+ . . . (6.32)
where the dominant linear term was identified earlier in (5.18), and the coefficient of
the logarithmic term agrees with the expected cohomology (6.25) and with the gen-
eral formula (6.27). The subleading terms, Sn(a), contain the information about the
coefficients D˜m,n and d˜
(n)
m . Numerically, we find
d˜
(0)
0 = 3.3755 . . .
d˜
(1)
0 = −i0.301 . . .
d˜
(2)
0 = 0.06 . . .+ i0.151 . . .
(6.33)
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Appendix A. The BTZ Black Hole
The metric of the Lorentzian BTZ black hole is described by the line element21 [96]:
ds2 = −
(
r2 −M
)
dt2 +
(
r2 −M
)−1
dr2 + r2dφ2 (A.1)
Analytic continuation leads to the Euclidean metric
ds2 =
(
r2 −M
)
dt2 +
(
r2 −M
)−1
dr2 + r2dφ2 (A.2)
This is a special case of a more general metric corresponding to a rotating BTZ black hole.
Namely, a solution corresponding to a black hole with mass M and angular momentum J
assumes the following form:
ds2 = N2dτ2 +N−2dr2 + r2
(
dφ2 +Nφdτ
)2
N =
√
r2 −M − J
2
4r2
, Nφ = − J
2r2
r2± =
M
2
[
1±
√
1 +
( J
M
)2]
(A.3)
This geometry can be represented as a quotient (2.8) of the hyperbolic 3-space,
M = IH3/Γ
21 We remind that, in our notations, ℓ = 1.
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by a discrete group Γ. The explicit change of variables, which brings the Euclidean metric
(A.3) to the standard hyperbolic metric (2.7) on IH3, is given by
x =
√
r2 − r2+
r2 − r2−
· cos
(
r+τ + |r−|φ
)
· er+φ−|r−|τ
y =
√
r2 − r2+
r2 − r2−
· sin
(
r+τ + |r−|φ
)
· er+φ−|r−|τ
z =
√
r2+ − r2−
r2 − r2−
· er+φ−|r−|τ
(A.4)
In order to identify the quotient group Γ, it is convenient to write (x, y, z) in terms of
the spherical coordianates,
x = R cos θ cosχ
y = R sin θ cosχ
z = R sinχ
(A.5)
In these variables, the black hole metric has the form
ds2 =
1
sin2 χ
(
dR
R
)2
+ cot2 χ dθ2 +
1
sin2 χ
dχ2 (A.6)
and the identifications on IH3 that generate the holonomy group Γ are
(a) : (R, θ, χ) ∼ (R · e2pir+ , θ + 2π|r−|, χ)
(b) : (R, θ, χ) ∼ (R, θ + 2π, χ)
(A.7)
γ
m
χ=0γl
M
horizon
χ= pi/2
unknot
Fig. 12: The Euclidean BTZ black hole has a geometry of the solid torus, M ∼=
D2 ×S1. We can also view M as a complement of the unknot (the trivial knot) in
the 3-sphere.
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Using (A.5) and (A.7), it is easy to see that the resulting geometry is a solid torus,
M ∼= D2 × S1, shown on fig. 12. The core of the torus (the circle χ = π/2) corresponds
to the position of the “horizon”. The solid torus M can be also viewed as a complement
of the unknot (the trivial knot) in the 3-sphere, M = S3 \K. The tubular neighborhood
of the trivial knot K is itself homeomorphic to a solid torus, cf. fig. 5. Thus, a union of
these two solid tori joined along a common torus boundary gives back the 3-sphere.
Notice, that the longitude γl of the unknot is contractible inM , whereas the meridian
γm is a non-trivial cycle in M . Therefore, it follows that the holonomy l must be trivial,
whereas the value of m can be arbitrary. Hence, we conclude that the A-polynomial of the
unknot has the following simple form, cf. (2.16),
Aunknot(l,m) = l − 1 (A.8)
It turns out that this result has a nice physical interpretation. Namely, the vanishing of
the polynomial (A.8) can be viewed as a “mass shell” condition for the so-called off-shell
BTZ black hole, which we are going to describe next.
The geometry of the off-shell BTZ black hole can be obtained from (A.7) by replacing
the second identification with a more general condition [49,50,51,28]:
(b′) : (R, θ, χ) ∼ (eΣ ·R, θ +Θ, χ) (A.9)
The resulting identifications (A.7) - (A.9) can be represented by the elements of the
SL(2,C) group,
ρ(a) =
(
epi(r++i|r−|) 0
0 e−pi(r++i|r−|)
)
, ρ(b′) =
(
e(Σ+iΘ)/2 0
0 e−(Σ+iΘ)/2
)
(A.10)
acting on the hyperbolic 3-space as in (2.9). These two elements generate the holonomy
group Γ ⊂ SL(2,C), such that the quotient spaceM = IH3/Γ is a solid torus with a conical
singularity at the “horizon”, which resembles the space-time geometry around the spinning
particle in 2+1 dimensions [13]. In this more general family of solutions, the usual BTZ
black hole metric without a conical singularity is reproduced when
Σ = 0 , Θ = 2π (A.11)
Following the standard terminology, we refer to this condition as the “mass shell” condition.
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In what follows, our goal will be to construct a flat SL(2,C) connection corresponding
to the more general class of BTZ black home geometries and, in particular, to demonstrate
that the mass shell condition (A.11) is equivalent to the vanishing of the A-polynomial
(A.8). For this, we need to evaluate the holonomies of the gauge connection,
ρ(γ) = P exp
∮
γ
A, (A.12)
along the longitude, γl, and the meridian, γm. One can choose to parameterize these cycles
by a real variable s ∈ [0, 1], such that
γm : s 7→ (R0e2pir+s, θ0 + 2π|r−|s, χ0)
γl : s 7→ (R0esΣ, θ0 + sΘ, χ0)
(A.13)
Notice, that due to the identifications (A.7) - (A.9), the curves γm and γl are manifestly
closed.
In order to evaluate the holonomies (A.12), we also need to construct the complex
valued gauge connection, Aa = wa + iea, from the components of the vielbein and the
spin connection in the Euclidean BTZ black hole geometry. The latter can be taken, for
example, in the following form [50,51]:
e1 =
1
sinχ
dR
R
e2 =
1
sinχ
dχ
e3 = cotχ · dθ
w1 = − 1
sinχ
dθ
w2 = 0
w3 = cotχ · dR
R
(A.14)
It is easy to verify that the corresponding SL(2,C) gauge connection is indeed flat. How-
ever, as we shall see in a moment, this choice of the vielbein and the spin connection leads
to a singular connection22, A. Indeed, even though (A.14) defines a smooth metric (A.6),
it corresponds to a singular gauge field, A1 = w1 + ie1, which is not well defined near the
center of the solid torus, χ = π/2, where the angular variable θ is ill-defined and w1 ≈ −dθ.
Another way to see that (A.14) does not correspond to a smooth SL(2,C) connection
over M is to evaluate the holonomies (A.12) around the 1-cycles (A.13). The resulting
holonomies turn out to be in the same conjugacy class as the generating elements (A.10)
22 I am endebted to G. Moore and A. Strominger for very helpful comments and suggestions
on these points.
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of the group Γ. Therefore, comparing (A.10) with (2.10), we conclude that in the present
case the holonomies l and m are given by
l = e(Σ+iΘ)/2 , m = epi(r++i|r−|) (A.15)
In particular, we find that, with the choice (A.14), the “mass shell” condition (A.11) looks
like
l + 1 = 0 (A.16)
and has the ‘wrong’ sign compared to (A.8). This result does not agree with the fact that
the 1-cycle γl becomes contractible in the on-shell BTZ black hole geometry and, therefore,
the corresponding holonomy should be trivial. Finally, let us remark that this problem can
not be fixed by applying a gauge transformation to (A.14) since any (non-singular) gauge
transformation can not change the holonomy.
Therefore, we need to construct a flat SL(2,C) gauge connection that would be non-
singular everywhere inside M . It is convenient to introduce a new set of coordinates:
̺ = logR
ξ = f(χ) cos θ
η = f(χ) sin θ
(A.17)
where the function,
f(χ) =
cosχ
1 + sinχ
, (A.18)
is chosen such that the metric induced in the (ξ, η)-plane is conformal to the usual Eu-
clidean metric, ds2 = dξ2+dη2. Specifically, rewriting the BTZ black hole metric (A.6) in
the coordinates (A.17), we find
ds2 =
(
1 + f2
1− f2
)2 [
d̺2 +
4
(1 + f2)2
(dξ2 + dη2)
]
(A.19)
The corresponding components of the vielbein and the spin connection can be written
as
e1 =
1 + f2
1− f2 d̺
e2 =
2
1− f2 dξ
e3 =
2
1− f2 dη
w1 = ξe3 − ηe2
w2 =
2η
1 + f2
e1
w3 = − 2ξ
1 + f2
e1
(A.20)
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Combining these together we find the explicit expression for the components of the flat
SL(2,C) gauge connection, Aa = wa + iea,
A1 = 2ξ
1− f2 dη −
2η
1− f2 dξ + i
1 + f2
1− f2 d̺
A2 = 2η
1− f2 d̺+ i
2
1− f2 dξ
A3 = − 2ξ
1− f2 d̺+ i
2
1− f2 dη
(A.21)
which is non-singular everywhere in the interior of the solid torus, M = S1 ×D2.
Now let us evaluate the SL(2,C) holonomies (A.12). For simplicity, let us consider
a non-rotating BTZ black hole, with J = 0. Then, the second identification in (A.7) is
trivially realized in the coordinates (A.17), whereas the first one reads:
(a) : (̺, ξ, η) ∼ (̺+ 2πr+, ξ, η) (A.22)
Therefore, we can choose the cycles γl and γm to be parametrized in the following way, cf.
(A.13),
γm : s 7→ (̺0 + 2πr+s, ξ = 0, η = 0)
γl : s 7→ (̺0, ξ = ξ0 cos 2πs, η = ξ0 sin 2πs)
(A.23)
Since only the A1-component of the gauge connection is non-trivial along the curve
γm, we can easily find the corresponding holonomy,
ρ(γm) =
(
epir+ 0
0 e−pir+
)
(A.24)
Comparing this result with (A.15), we find that the holonomy of the gauge connection
(A.21) around γm is the same as in the previous calculation, based on the singular gauge
connection (A.14). On the other hand, since the connection (A.21) is flat and non-singular
everywhere in the interior of the solid torus, the holonomy around a contractible cycle γl
is guaranteed to vanish automatically,
l = 1
However, since many components of the gauge connection (A.21) do not vanish along the
curve γl, to verify this directly would require some work. Perhaps the best way to approach
this problem would be to find a gauge transformation, which removes non-commuting
components of the gauge connection, and allows to write the holonomy (A.12) in a simple
form.
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Appendix B. Quantization for Torus Knots
One simple way of classifying knots (in IR3) is to associate to every knot K a non-
negative number, g(K), called the genus of the knot. Indeed, every knot can be embedded
in some Riemann surface of genus g, and, as the name suggests, g(K) is the minimal
value of genus for which this can be done (without self-crossing or breaking the knot).
For example, the only knot with g = 0 is the unknotted circle. The next simplest case
corresponds to knots of genus one, the so-called torus knots.
Since torus knots are special in a number of ways, we can’t really call them generic
representatives. In particular, since torus knots are not hyperbolic, most of the motivation
discussed in the introduction does not apply here. Nevertheless, torus knots provide a sim-
ple toy model, which includes all the ingredients that one would find in a more complicated
non-linear quantum system, say, corresponding to a figure-eight knot. Therefore, in order
to emphasize the general ideas, here we will ignore the subtleties, slightly oversimplifying
our discussion.
(0,0)
(2pi,2pi)
Fig. 13: Trefoil knot on a torus.
By definition, torus knots are knots which can be drawn on the surface of a torus.
They are labeled by an unordered pair of relatively prime numbers (r, s), which refers to
the number of times the image of the knot winds basic cycles on the torus. For example,
the trefoil knot is a torus knot of type (2, 3), see fig. 13.
The A-polynomial of a non-trivial (r, s)-torus knot has a very simple form [46]:
A(l,m) = lmrs + 1 (B.1)
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The zero locus of this polynomial defines a character variety L, linearly embedded into
P = C∗ ×C∗. In terms of the (u, v)-variables (3.4), the variety L can be defined by the
following two equations:
Re(u) + rs · Re(v) = 0
Im(u) + rs · Im(v)− π = 0
(B.2)
Our goal is to quantize a Hamiltonian system associated with L →֒ P and, in particular, to
find the quantum wave function Z(M) supported on L. The result can be interpreted as a
partition function in the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory on a complement M = S3 \K of
the torus knot K. Notice, that M is not a hyperbolic 3-manifold. Therefore, as suggested
by the asymptotic expression (3.34), it is natural to consider a special case23 corresponding
to σ = 0.
In this case, the canonical commutation relations that follow from the Chern-Simons
action (1.1) look like:
[Re(v),Re(u)] = [Im(u), Im(v)] =
2πi
k
[Re(u), Im(v)] = −[Re(v), Im(u)] = 0
(B.3)
and the Liouville 1-form (3.26) is given by
θ =
k
π
(
Re(v)dRe(u) + Im(u)dIm(v)
)
(B.4)
It can be written in the canonical form (3.16) provided that we define the coordinates qi
and the conjugate momenta pj as(
p1
p2
)
=
(
Re(v)
Im(u)
)
and
(
q1
q2
)
=
(
Re(u)
Im(v)
)
(B.5)
Here we omit the overall factor k/4π, which can be treated as the inverse Planck constant.
In these variables, the Lagrangian submanifold L can be written as:
q1 + rs · p1 = 0
rs · q2 + p2 − π = 0
(B.6)
Notice, that the Hamiltonian system splits into two non-interacting subsystems de-
scribed by the canonical variables (q1, p1) and (q2, p2), respectively. The phase space of
23 In another special case, k = 0 and σ 6= 0, we find that the action integral S is identically
zero.
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the first system is non-compact, whereas in the second system both the coordinate and
the momentum are compact. For now, let us ignore the compactness of q2 and p2. Then,
in the coordinate representation the action integral reads:
S =
k
π
∫
p1dq1 + p2dq2 =
= −k
π
(
1
2rs
q21 +
rs
2
q22 − πq2
) (B.7)
If ψ is a constant half-density on L, then the transformation rule for half-densities im-
plies that the Reidemeister-Ray-Singer torsion, T , is also constant (independent on qi) in
this class of examples. Therefore, in the semi-classical limit the partition function of the
SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory on the complement of a torus knot looks like:
Z(M) ∼ exp
(
− ik
2πrs
q21 −
ikrs
2π
q22 + ikq2
)
+ . . . (B.8)
This result gives a prediction for the Chern-Simons invariant of the torus knot complement
M (as a function of the holonomies l and m). Using (B.2) and (B.5), we can write it as:
CS(M) =
1
2π2rs
(
log2 |l|+ arg2(l)− π2
)
(B.9)
Here, we slightly oversimplified our discussion assuming that the phase spaces of both
dynamical systems are non-compact. A nice way to incorporate the compactness of q2 and
p2 is to notice that they parameterize a torus
24, which can be viewed as a phase space of
the SU(2) Chern-Simons theory on a 3-manifold M with boundary Σ, see (2.13). Hence,
the exact partition function of the SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory on M can be written as
a product,
ZSL(2,C)(M) = ZSU(2)(M)× exp
(
− ik
2πrs
q21 +
iπ
4
sign (rs)
)
(B.10)
where ZSU(2)(M) is the partition function of the SU(2) Chern-Simons theory (see e.g.
[43,61,97,98,99]), and the rest represents the wave function in the first system, with non-
compact phase space parametrized by p1 and q1. Notice, that the semi-classical approx-
imation is exact in this case. This has to be compared with the computation of the
Reshetikhin-Turaev-Witten invariants [3,100] for torus knots in S3, where the stationary
phase approximation is also exact, see e.g. [101].
24 Once again, we should remind that we tacitly omit the quotient by the Weyl group.
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